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Summary

Smaìl signal stability analysis is typicaliy concerned with electromechanical oscilla-

tions in â power system. For this purpose, it is adequate to model the transmission

system using a constant admittance matrix. For torsional oscillations and HVDC

interactions, the frequency of interest is much higher and the constant admittance

represerrtation is not sufficient. The modeling details necessary to adequately repre-

sent the dynamics of the HVDC converters and the AC network are investigated and

the models are validated against an electromagnetic transient simulation program.

The thesis shows that AC network dynamics must be modeled in order to obtain

meaningful results from the small signal stability study of the high frequency interac-

tions (up to 200H2). The dynamic phasor representation of the AC network is used

to model the network and the dynamic devices are combined with the network model

using current injection models. However, it is impractical to model the dynamics of

the entire AC network of a large power system because of high computational burden.

This thesis proposes a hybrid model, which allows the parts of the transmission

network in the vicinity of HVDC converters or any other dynamic devices to be

modeled with their dynamics and the remaining parts to be modeled as constant ad-

rnittances. This rnoclel can be efficiently used f'or large power systems. The proposed

hybrid methodology is validated against an electromechanical transient program using

time responses.

The thesis presents an analysis of multi-in-feed HVDC interactions using small

signal analysis techniques. A small test system with two HVDC in-feeds and the

IEEE New England 39 bus system with two HVDC in-feeds are used to demonstrate

the presence of interactions in those systems. The case studies presented in the thesis

indicate that it is possible to have interactions between the HVDC terminals in an
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AC system. Tlie thesis recommends that a small signal interaction study similar to

what is presented in the thesis should be performed to identify these interactions.

For large pov/er systems, the proposed hybrid model can be used to accurately and

effìcicrrtly a.nalyze these irrteractions.

Furthermore, the thesis demonstrates that the small signal stability assessment

techniques described in the thesis can be used to identify the HVDC-generator-turbine

torsional interactions in power systems. Two case studies are performed using the

small signal model including the dynamics of the entire AC network and the pro-

posed liybrid small signal model. The case studies indicate that it is possible to

have subsynchronous frequency torsional interactions between the HVDC systems

and generator-turbine units and these interactions may cause instabilities under cer-

tain conditions. Further, the electromagnetic transient simulations validate these

finclings.

The thesis further investigates the inclusion of the auxiliary controllers at the

HVDC terminal to control the electromechanical and torsional oscillations of the

nearby generator-turbine units. The design procedures are briefly desc¡ibed usirrg

small signal stability assessment and the performances of them are evaluated using

time domain simulations.

In general, the analytical techniques proposed in this thesis would be useful to

analyze the high frequency interactions of HVDC systems, generator-turbine units

and FACTS devices. The modeling techniques can be used for very large power

systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Since the first conrrnercial project irr 1950s, the High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)

power transmission technology has been well deveioped over 50 years and widely used

in modern power systems [1]. Line commutated converters and capacitor commutated

converters are used in the HVDC systems. Although the capacitor commutated

HVDC converters have gained some popularity recently for low po\¡/er applications,

the line commutated HVDC conveners are sti[ leading in high power applications

and can be found all around the world [2].

In HVDC systems, the AC power is converted into DC at a converter (Rectifier)

and the po$¡er is transported in DC form to another converter at which the DC power

is again converted into AC (Inverter). In line commutated converters, the smoothing

reactors connected in series with the converters in the DC side are used to facilitate

the AC to DC conversion of the thyristor based converters. A DC transmission line

is used to transport the po\¡/er from the rectifier to the inverter. In some cases, the

rectifier and the inverter are placed at the sarne location and they are connected
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together without having a DC line (back to back HVDC links). These back to back

HVDC links are used either to connect two power systems with unequal operating

frequencies or to enhance the stability of two power systems by efl'cctively sepzrrzrting

them.

The conversion process of the HVDC converters produces higher order harmonics

in addition to the fundamental frequency component. For example, a 12 pulse HVDC

converter generates L2ntl (n:1,2,3...) harmonics in the AC side andI2n (n:1,2,3...)

harmonics in the DC side. The harmonic filters are connectr:cl ¿rt the AC and DC

sicles to suppress the signific¿lrrt harmonic corrrponcnts.

This thesis is concerned with the interactions of the line commutated HVDC sys-

tems. The HVDC systems may interact with the other dynamic devices in the pov/er

systerns. The HVDC corrtrollers m.ay ¿rff'ect the da,rnping of the electromechanical

modes [3]. Especially, the damping controllers can be incorporated with the HVDC

controllers to damp out some troublesome electromechanical modes [4] [5] t6].

Some HVDC systems may interact with tightly coupled generator-turbine sys-

tems, which have torsional oscillations. These torsional interactions, which lie in

the subsynchronous frequency range (0 to fundamental frequency), occur between

the rectifier current/power controller and the nulti-mass rotor-turbine systems of

the generators [7]. In some practical cases) torsional instabilities caused by HVDC-

generator-turbine interactions have been reported. In Square Butt project in North

Dakota, The rectifier current controller interacted in an ¿rdverse way with a IL.$ Hz

torsional mode of an adjacent generator-turbine unit [8]. Investigations carried out

in the Coal Creek HVDC station, North Dakota have indicated some possibility of a

torsional instability at a 19 Hz torsional mode associated with a nearby generator-

turbine unit [9]. Although, the HVDC controllers may cause torsional instabilities
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in generator-turbine units, they can also be utilized to improve the damping of the

torsional modes. A subsynchronous damping controller (SSDC) can be included in

the rcctificr currcnt/power controller as an auxili¿rry controller [10, 11, 12, 13]. SSDC

consists of gain blocks, washout filters ancl le¿r,d-lag blocks to appropriately damp out

one or more troublesome torsional modes.

Multi-HVDC systems, in which more than one HVDC system is connected to the

polver system within close proximity, can also be found in modern power systems

[1a]. When more than one HVDC inverters are connected to a power system within

close proximity, they are considered as "multi-in-feed HVDC systems". In multi-in-

feed HVDC systems, the HVDC links may interact with each other as well as with

other dytta,rnic devices in the po'ü/er systern. Suffìcient a,ttention has not been paid

in the literature to the interactions among the HVDC links in multi-in-feed HVDC

environments.

It is important to identify these multi-HVDC and HVDC-generator-turbine inter-

actions accurately for stability analysis and controller design. Electro-Magnetic Tban-

sient (EMT) typu time domain simulations, transient stability analysis techniques and

small signal stability assessment are the most common techniques employed for the

stability assessment. EMT type simulations use detailed models and therefore, give

more accurate resuits. The major limitations in EMT type simulations are the size

of the system and the simulation time. Only small power systems can be modeled

in this type of programs and the simulation time increases as the size of the system

increases. These limitations are overcome in transient stability simulations by using

sirnplifiecl rnoclels. The interactions in HVDC systems can be analyzed qualitatively,

using the time domain responses obtained from these EMT and transient stability

simulation techniques. However, some of the modes in the system may not be ob-
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servable in the responses. Although, the modes are observable, the contributions for

these rnocles c¿r.nnot be itlentific<l accurately usirrg the resironses. The interactions at

a particular steady state operating point of the po\A/er system can be analyzed quan-

titatively in the frequency domain using small signal stability assessment techniques.

The contributions tow¿l,r'cls the intcractions ¿r.re iclentified zrccurately using eigenvalue

analysis techniques [15]. Furthermore, this technique can be applied for large systems

efficiently [16].

Small signal stability is concerned with the ability of power systems to maintain

synchronism under small disturbances [i7]. The disturbances are considered to be

sufiìciently sm¿rll th¿r,t the lirrc¿rrization of the systern's nonlinear behavior is permis-

sible. The nonlinear behavior of the dynamic devices of the po\Mer systern is first

linearized at a particular steady state operating point. The linear state space model

of the pov/er system is then obtained by combining the linearized model of the dy-

namic devices together. The small signal stability of the power system is determined

from the eigenvalues of the system matrix of the state space model using Lyapunov's

stability criteria [18].

In orcler to :ipply in large po\¡/er systerns, some simplification techniques are used

in conventional small signal stability programs. The objective of these programs is to

analyze the low frequency electromechanicai oscillations (< 3Hz) of power systems.

Therefore, the electrical network is modeled using algebraic equations (admittance

matrix), ignoring high frequency network transients. Furthermore, the generator

stator dynamics are also ignored to be consistent with the algebraic network modei

[15]. The admittance matrix representation of the AC network helps to reduce the

size of the system matrix dramatically. SSAT (DSA Power Tools) [19], PacDyn [20],

NEVA (PSS/E) and DIgSILENT PowerFactory are some of the commercial software
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packages, which can be employed to analyze the electromechanical oscillations of large

power systems.

In order to accurately analyze the interactions related to HVDC ¿r.nrl flcxible AC

transmission system (FACTS) devices and the torsional interactions, the conventional

sm¿rll signal stability assessrnent techni<truc has to be nroclifìed. These interactions may

contain frequencies up to 200H2 [21] and therefore, the above approximations are not

valid. The AC network dynamics have to be included and the generators are required

to be modeled including stator winding dynamics. The network components can be

modeled using the dynamic phasor model [22, 23,24]. The higher order harmonics

in the HVDC systems can still be ignored since they are well above the frequencies

of interest. For example, the lowest AC side harmonic in a 60H2, 12 pulse converter

is 660H2 and there is no influence of this h¿rrrnouic on the low fi'equency interactions

(up to 200H2).

Inclusion of network dynamics and stator dynamics of generators increases the

number of state variables and hence the size of the system matrix. Therefore, it is

impractical to model all the network dynamics of large power systems. Therefore,

the HVDC interaction studies reported in the literature [5, 6, 2L, 25, 26] have been

limited to very small test systems such as CIGRE benchmark HVDC test system

[27]. When high frequency interactions need to be studied, only a small portion of

the power system is modeled including network dynamics and the rest of the system

is representecl using simplified moclels such as an infinite bus behind the Thevenin's

impedance. Some locally spread interactions can be analyzecl using these simplified

models. However, the effect of these interactions on the rest of the system cannot be

investigated. Especially, when designing controliers to control some high frequency

interactions, the effect of them on widely spread interactions such as inter-area modes
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carìnot be a,n¿l,lyzccl using these simplified models.

In summary, the HVDC systems may interact with the other dynamic devices

of power systems. The small signal stability assessment can be used to analyze the

interactions qua,ntitatively if it is modified applopriately to be accurate up to around

200H2 frequency oscillations in the power systems. However, the capabilities of the

small signal stability assessment in analyzing HVDC interactions have not been well

explored in the literature.

7.2 Thesis Objectives

The main objective of this research is to analyze lhe HVDC interactions in power

systems using small signal stability assessment techniques. The following goals were

set to achieve the main objective.

The nonlinear devices in power systems such as HVDC systems, generators and

AC network are linearized at a particular steady state operating point such that the

linear models are accura,te for the desired frequency range. The linearized models

are presented as current injection models, which can be easily combined with the

conventional small signal stability models of other devices. A linearized model of

an HVDC systern inclucling converter models, rectifier and inverter controllers, DC

transmission system and Phase Lock Oscillators (PLOs) are developed using the

knowledge provided in [25] and [21]. The dynamic phasor model l22ll23][24] are used

to model the AC network. Tbansmission lines, transformers, static loads and AC

filters are included in the AC network model. The generators are modeled including

their stator dynamics. The modeling adequacy in the range of frequencies of interest

are evaluated using the time domain simulations and the frequency domain analysis.

The ultimate goal of this research is to analyze HVDC interactions in large power
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systems. For this, a single platform, which can be employed to analyze conventional

electromechanical oscillations as well as high frequency interactions is proposed in

this thesis. The areâs of the network, which consist of dynamic devices causing high

frequency oscillations, are modeled including network dynamics and the rest of the

network is modeled using the power frequency admittance matrix. The linearized

models of the dynamic devices are combined with the dynamic network models using

Kirclihoff's laws. The result¿urt linearizecl rnoclels of the clynamic network areas are

combined with the admittance matrix of the rest of the network using current injection

models. The model is referred to in this thesis as "hybrid AC network model" or

"hybrid small signal model". The accurâcy of the proposed model is evaluated using

detailed models and time domain simulations.

The HVDC interactions are analyzed in the frequency domain using developed

models. The interactions between the HVDC terminals in multi-in-feed HVDC power

systems, the HVDC-generator electromechanical interactions and the HVDC-generator-

turbine torsional interactions are mainly focused on the studies. The methodology

can be directly used for the interaction studies of the other dynamic devices such as

FACTS devices. However, these devices are not included in the analysis carried out

in this thesis.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The linearized models of the power systems are presented in Chapter 2. The lin-

earized model of an HVDC system and its accuracy is extensively discussed. The

model is validated up to 200H2 using frequency response analysis. The linearized

models of generators with and without stator dynamics are briefly discussecl in this

chapter and the models are given in Appendix C. The conventional model of the AC
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network (admittance matrix representation) and the dynamic phasor model are pre-

sented and the accuracy of these two models in analyzing trigh frequency HVDC inter-

actions are evaluated using time domain simulations obtained for a small multi-in-feed

HVDC test system. The detailed EMT simulations obtained using PSCAD/EMTDC

[28] are used as a benchmark for the comparisons.

The proposed hybrid AC network model is presented in Chapter 3. The forma-

tion of the dynamic network areas and combination of the dynamic network areas

with the rest of the system (admittance matrix model) are discussed using simple

cxalnples. Thc moclel is tested using ¿1, rnodifiecl vcrsion of the IEEE New England 39

bus test system [29]. Two generators of the test system are replaced with two HVDC

in-feeds and the neighborhood of these HVDC in-feeds are modeled incìuding the net-

work dynamics. The performance of the hybrid model is compared against an EMT

model, the conventional small signal model and the small signal model including the

dynamics of the entire AC network.

The small signal stability assessment of power system is briefly surnr¡rarized in

Chapter 4. Tlte modes in the pov/er systerns are iclentifiecl using eigenvalues of

the linearized model and the modal characteristics are given by the properties of the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

The HVDC interactions of the power systems are analyzed in Chapter 5 using the

small signal stability assessment. This includes the multi-in-feed HVDC interactions

and the HVDC-generator electromechanical interactions. The interactions are first

analyzed for a small multi-in-feed HVDC test system (Case Study-l) using a small

signal model including the dynamics of the entire AC network. The analysis is then

extended to the IEEE New England 39 bus test system in Case Study-2 using the

proposed hybrid smail signal model. The detailed model including the dpramics of

8
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the entire AC network is also used to validate the results of the hybrid model.

The HVDC-generator-turbine torsional interactions are discussed in Chapter 6.

The studies are carried out using a simple test system to show that a small signal

stability model with the AC network dynamics modeled is adequate to analyze lhe

interactions. Furthermore, the hybrid model is used to analyze torsional interactions

in the IEEE New England 39 bus test system. The possibilities of designing subsyn-

chrorrous clarnping controllers for the HVDC systems are briefly discussed using small

signal stability assessment.

Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of the research and the recommended future

studies.



Chapter 2

Linearized Models of

Power Systems

2.L Introduction

In small signal stability assessment, nonlinear behavior of clyrra,rnic devices is first

linearized at a particular steady state operating point. It is assumed that the power

system is balanced among the three phases and therefore, only the positive sequence

relationships are considered. This helps to reduce the size of the equivalent linear

model significa,ntly.

In general, linearization of a nonlinear function is carried out by expanding it

into a Taylor series at the nominal operating point. Only the first order terms of

the expansion are considered assuming that the higher order changes are negligible.

Therefore, the method is applied to smooth nonlinearities with small deviations from

the operating point.

Consider the nonlinear function given in Equation (2.1). The variables 21, T2,..,rn

may be state variables, inputs, outputs or their derivatives.

10
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a: f (rt,rz,.-,rn)

At the steady state operating point at which the linearization is done, the

of the function is given by,

(21)

value

ao : f @1,r3,..,r9,). (2.2)

,?,,r9,,..,rjn are the values of variables at the steady state operating point.

The change in the value of the function from the steady state, i.e. a - g0, can be

obt¿r,inecl using the fìrst or<ler Taylor series expansion as given in Equation 2.3.

La: A.r¿ (2.3)

Where, (,g)t is the steady state value of the partial derivative of the function, \ori /

with respect to the i¿à variable, Az¿ is the change in ith variable from the steady

state operating point ("u - ,l).
This analytical technique is used to linearize nonlinear dynamic behaviors of the

power system devices. The linearized models of the dynamic devices are combined

together to obtain the linear state space model of the pou/er system. It is important

to evaluate the adequacy of the linearized models in small signal stability assessment,

since there are approximations associated with each model. The linearization of some

of the important dynamic devices and the adequacy of them are discussed in this

chapter. This includes HVDC systems, synchronous generator-turbine units and their

controllers, multi mass torsional turbine models and AC network models. The linear

models are tested for the accuracy in the time domain as well as in the frequency

domain by comparing with the detailed electromagnetic transient (EMT) simulations

n(Ð'

11
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obtained using PSCAD/EMTDC [28].

2.2 Linearized Model of an HVDC System

The linearization of HVDC converter models is challenging because of the non-linear

switching and self commutation of the converter valves. For small changes, the lin-

earization is carried out based on some approximations. The higher order harmonics

generated in the conversion process are ignored and the fundamental AC components

are assumed to be balanced among three phases. Some linearized models based on

these assumptions can be found in 127,25).

In [25], a linearized converter model has been derived from the well known HVDC

steady state relationships. A more extensive approach has been employed in [2t] to

obtain the linearized model, where the frequency conversion process of the converters

has been taken into account by frequency shifting the equations of the AC network

dynamics. The HVDC converter model has been based on the frequency dependent

model described in [30] and [31]. The original idea came from Larsen [32] and there-

fore, the equations are referred to as Larsen's equations. However, the frequency

dependency could not be included in the small signal stability model. The changes

in zero frequency component in DC side and the fundamentai frequency component

in the AC side have been considered. The AC side equations were frequency shifted

by t fundamental frequency to combine the AC side and DC side equations. Pre-

liminary studies done on the CIGRE benchmark HVDC test system l27l,have shown

that the above two methods give similar results as far as the converter operation is

concerned. Neither of the above references include the inverter firing controllers in

the models.

In this thesis, a current injection model, which can be easily combined with the

L2
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other devices in power systems is proposed to be used as the linearized model of the

HVDC system. The converter linearized model is obtained using the the fundamental

frequency relationships derived from the converter switching waveforms. The HVDC

systern consists of the conv<;rtcr rnoclel, rcctifier constant current controller (CC),

inverter constant extinction angle controller (CEA) or constant voltage controller

(VC) and the DC transmission system.

2.2.I Converter Model

The 6-pulse Graetz bridge shown in Figure 2.1 is the basic building block of the HVDC

converters. Six thyristor valves are connected between three phase AC side and DC

side such that three valves (1,3 and 5) are in the upper limb and the other three

valves (4,6 ancl 2) are in the lower lirnb. Each valve is fircd ¿l,t a particular instant.

The firing instant with respcct to a refercnce is c¿r,lled "firing angle" (a). The DC

side voltage c¿)n be cha,nged bv changing the fir'ing angle. When the next valve on the

same limb is firecl, the valve conducting will stop. There is a period in which the both

of the valves conduct, before the first valve completely stops conduction. This period

is called "commutation period" ând the corresponding phase angle is referred to as

"commuta,tion angle" (¡;). The conduction pattern of the valves and the commutation

periods are given in Table 2.7 f.or a cycle of the fundamental frequency. The angle is

measured with respect to the phase-a terminal voltage.

Each valve in the bridge has a normal conduction period of. I20o and two com-

mutation periods (2 * p) in each cycle. During the normal conduction of Valve.l

(phase-a), the upper DC side voltage with respective to the ground (V¿"t) and the

AC side phase a current (2,) are given by Equations (2.a) and (2.5) respectively. L.

is the leakage inductance of the converter transformer.

13
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V¿.t

Figure 2.1: 6-pulse converter bridge

Table 2.1: Conduction pattern of valves in a 6 pulse bridge

Angle ["] (w.r.t. phase-a)
FYom I fo

Valves to be conducted Comments

Upper limb
0 30+a 5

30+a 30fo*¡-¿ 5,1 commutation period
30*af¡.¿ 150*a 1

1501a 150+ a+ p 1,3 commutation period
150+d+tJ 270+a .l

270ta 270+d+p tÉ.ùrd commutation period
270+d+t-L 360 5

Lower limb
0 90+a 6

90+a 90*a*¡¿ 6,2 commutation period
90-lcr]-p, 2I0 -f a 2

2l0Ia 2L0+a+LL 2,4 commutation period
2I0+d+p 330*a 4

330+a 330+d+tt 4,6 commutation period
330+atþ 360 6

T4
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t/ ^. , dla"
Vd"7:Ua- Lc----17-

dt
:T'La 

- 
ldc

During the commutation period (lr) of valves 1 (phase-a) and

upper DC side voltage (V¿"r) and the AC side phase a current

Equations (2.6) and (2.7) respectively.

(2.4)

(2.5)

3 (phase-b), the

(i") are given by

(2.6)

(2 7)

uo I u6 L. d,I¿.vdcr: 2 -T dL
dio 'ua -'ub , l d,l¿"

--dt 2L"'2dt

If the derivatives of the DC current are ignored, the resultant upper limb DC side

voltage (V¿"r),lower limb DC side voltage (Va"z) and the AC side current in phase a

(2.) can be obtained as shown in Figure 2.2. The zero frequency component of the

resuitant DC side voltage (V0", - V¿"2) is given by Equation 2.8.

vd":ff"cosd - ryf ,* (2.8)

AC currents and voltages are represented using phasors, which are clefined by a

magnitude and an angle with respect to a reference voltage waveform. The phasor

of the reference voltage has zero angle. The phasor quantities can be transformed

into two quadrature directions: one is along the reference voltage (reai component)

and the other one is 90" ahead of the real component (imaginary component). These

real and imaginary components are also used to represent the voltage and current

15
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0.3

È

Ð
7 -O.2

.0.7

NormalConduction \ommutationPeriod
Period of Valve-l of Valves I and 3

Figure 2.2: DC side voltages and AC side phase a current of a 6-pulse Bridge

phasors.

The fundamentâl frequency component of the converter AC current can be ob-

tained from the current waveform shown in Figure 2.2 using Fourier series expansion.

The fundamentâ,I component of the phase-a current is given bv,

ioL: Aarcos(c.,'sú) -f Bot sin(ø¡ú) (2.s)

V¿.1

i.d
¡t

âo.
ç
b
õ'o.z

-0.7

-1.2

16
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where,

A - {znv, ¡Ë+o+u
^ar - jtxJn J !6-+. [cos(a) - cos(á - äil cos(o)d,o *'4 lr::".r r¿"cos(g)do

ffi lJl,"." r"os(a) - cos(e - T,, cos(o)dn

D _ J1nU ¡E+o+r 7r,, ^ 2B ¡T+o+r' , ,ßar : ;Xt, 1" , [cos(a) - cos(á - ä)f 
sin(0)dO * * l^ I¿"sin(0)d0

u 6-fu '^ r ã-l-û

Jlgu ¡T+o+u- ^ bz-..-;fP ly*, [cos(a) - cos(e - ä)f sin(o)do

The real phasor component (/æ) and the imaginary phasor component ([) of the

fundamental AC current can be obtained from,

l;l:[ "äï' :îl;]l:'^:51 (2.10)

where, d is the phase angle of the converter AC voltage with respect to the common

reference.

The real and the imaginary components of the AC current can be sirnplifiecl as

given in Equations (2.11) and (2.12) respectively.

{5BX"tl"v*T-tR 
- - nU'

,,/JBttttrv^
TI:

2rX.T2

, ,/SBMrvt* z"x;1" -
",/zBX.Iï"v, _

nVt'

t/68lo. , -
fcos(ð- a- p)

J6BI¿" . ,-

-sin(ð-c--tt)
rT\

(2.11)

(2.t2)

ln the above equations,
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MI : (1 - cos(¡;)) sín(2a + p) +sin(¡r) - ¡-r

B - Number of 6 pulse bridges

T - Converter transformer turns ratio (AC/DC)

a - Corrvcrtcr firing anglc

p - commutation angle

X" - Transformer reactance referred to DC side

U - L-L voltage magnitude of the AC bus

d - angle of the AC bus voltage with respect to the common reference

Vp - reàl component of the AC bus voltage

I,/¡ - imaginary component of the AC bus voltage

The higher order harmonics of the DC side voltage and the AC side currents are

neglected since they are well above the range of frequency of interest (0-200H2). For

example, in a commonly used 12 pulse bridge, the DC side voltage produces 12úh

harmonic next to the DC component [33]. In the AC side, 1l¿h and 13¿h harmonics

are next to the fundamental component [33]. These frequencies are well above 200H2.

In the above steady state relationships, the derivatives of the DC current are ig-

nored. In the small signal stability model, the derivative part is considered separately

with the DC transmission system. This is explained in Section 2.2.2.

The DC side voltage and real and imaginary components of the AC current (Equa-

tions 2.8, 2.11 and 2.12) depend on the commutation angle (p). If it is assumed that

the change in the DC current during the commutation period is negligible, the com-

mutation angle can be obtained as a function of DC side current, AC side voltage and

firing angle as given in Equation (2.13). The commutation period is usually small

(< 30') and the DC current cannot be changed very quickly because of the high

18
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smoothing and line inductance. Therefore, this assumption is fairly accurate.

_1, J2x,TI¿",
l.¿:cos -(cosa- 

v )-a

Ka Kb I{c Kd

Ke Kf Kg Kh

Ki Kj Kk Kl

(2.13)

LVn

LVt
(2.14)

LI¿.

Aa

can be obtained using the

The fundamental frequency relationships (Equations 2.8, 2.11 and 2.12) derived

from the converter switching waveforms are used to obtain the linearized model. The

commutation angle appeared in these relationships is replaced by Equation (2.13).

The converter linearized relationships can bc clefined using four inputs (real compo-

nent and imaginary component of AC side voltage, DC side currcnt ¿rncl firing angle)

and three outputs (real component and imaginâry component of AC side current and

DC side voltage). The changes of the outputs for small changes in the inputs are

given by Equation (2.1Q.

A1n

LIt

LVa.

The parameters

following equations

of the linearized model (Equation 2.14)

at a particular steady state condition.
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Ka: -
t/1nx¡3" J6BIo"v,sin(ô- a- tt)

rTVr2

J6BI¿.vns¡n(õ- a- p,)

Kc:

rTV12

J6Bcos(õ-a-p)
rT

Kd,: -
J6B Io.sin(c) sin(ô - a - plz)

nTsin(cv + pl2)

J6BIo"V,cos(ô- a- p)

J1n ut

Ke:

Kf : -

Jzg A'rt
_I

2nX.T2 |

rTV12

t/6Bl¿.Vncos(6_ a- p")

rTVr2

J69sin(ô- a- rù
rT

J6Blo"sin(a)cos(ð - d - plz)Kh:

This model is similar to

components are used as the

of linearized power systems,

the signs of. Ki,, K j, Kk and

voltage pole inverter.

z?sin(a + pl2)

K,i: S^/2nVrcos(a)
ir'fV

3J2BW cos(a)

TTTV

Klc: -3x"8
TI

t..Ì _ zrfiz¡avrsin(a)
rT

the one given in [21], except, the real and

variables to be consistent with the common

instead of positive and negative sequences.

K/ should be inverted in order to represent

Kj

imaginary

approach

Note that

a positive

20
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sin(ô)

cos(ð)

Figure 2.3: Phase Locked Oscillator

Phase Locked Oscillator

Firing control of valves is one of the major parts in HVDC converters. The firirrg

instant of a value is determined based on the phase of the AC voltage. Phase Locked

Oscillators (PLO) based on the phase vector techniques are used to determine the

AC voltage phase in HVDC convcrters [34]. A sirrplified version of PLO is shown in

Figure 2.3. The simplification is carriccl out based on the assumption that the three

phases are balanced. An error signal fsin(ð - 6*)l of the actual phase angle (ô) and

the calculated phase angle (d-) is given to a P-I controller, in order to obtain the

angular frequency error. The frequency error is added to the nominal frequency (c.r6)

and the resultant frequency is integrated to obtain the phase angle.

The actual phase angle can be obtained in terms of I/¡ and [ (note that, tan(d) :

VtlVn).Two state variables: Xpro and ð- are used to represent the P-I controller

and the integrator respectively. The small signal PLO model is given in Equation

2.15.

lo,,"o] :lo -1

L "t I L 
Krp -Kpp

"::"1 .[ ++] [ii]
27

(2.15)
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f¿". ra.¡
-----* \AA¡ ^y'\Af I MM \A/v ----*

u,-T ú. L'ri' 
u."J +. L'o'' + Ïu,",l'rJl

Figure 2.4: DC transmission system

The phase angle (ô-) <ietermined by the PLO is ¿rclcìecl to the riesired fìring arrgle

(a) to obtain the firing instant.

2.2.2 DC Tþansmission System

A T-model is used to represent the DC system as shown in Figure 2.4. The DC side

inductance and resistance are distributed into two series inductor-resistor units and

the line to ground capacitance is concentrated at the middle.

In the steady state relationships, the time derivative terms of the DC current are

ignored. In the small signal model, these derivative parts are included by considering

the average effect of the converter transf'ormer leakage re¿r,ctance. It is shown in

Equations Q.$ and (2.6), that the contribution of the transformer leakage inductance

is different during the normal conduction and cornrnutation periods. Therefore, an

average inductance is obtained and it is added to the half of the DC line inductance

to obtain the effective inductance [35] given in Equation (2.16).

(2.16)

L¿" is the DC side total inductance and L" is the transformer leakage inductance.

The effective inductances irr the rectifier side and the inverter side are different because

L"rr: +. Be -#rt.
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the transfornrer le¿l,k¿r,ge inducta,nces ¿rre different.

The dynamics of the DC line are modeled using three state variables, namely,

the rectifier si<le DC current (LId-), the inverter sicle DC currerrt (41¿"¿) and the

rrrirl-point capacitor voltage (LV."r). The linearized model of the DC line is given in

Equation (2.77).

Lio",

Lio.o

IVcan

0

- 
R¿"

2L"Í Í,¡
1-e

1

-T"ff,
1

î.f fi
0

LI¿.-

LI¿"¿

IVcap T r] [lfl en,

f oo"
¡- Zt"rr,

:l 0

L*

Where, V¿., and V¿r¿ a.rc the rectifier arrd the inverter side DC voltagcs. L"Íf,,

and L"¡¡,¿ are the rectifier and the irrverter side effective inductances. -R¿" and C are

the DC resistance and the capacitance respectively.

2.2.3 HVDC Controllers

In small signal stability, only the active controllers under nominal conditions are

considered. Usually, rectifier constant current controller (CC) and inverter constant

extinction angle controller (CEA) or inverter constant voltage controller (VC) are

incÌuded. Other auxiliary controllers such as damping controllers can also be included.

In this thesis, two clifferent operating points are considered as shown in Figure

2.5. The rectifier current controller and the inverter extinction angle controller are the

active controllers in the operating point shown in Figure 2.5(a). The rectifier current

controller and the inverter voltage controller are the active controllers in the operating

point shown in Figure 2.5(b). Small Signal models of the individual controllers are
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Operating Point I

ICC
I
I

I¿.
l.r",r"f

(a) Opclatirrg point at rectifier currerrt
control and inverter extinction angle
control

Figure 2.5: HVDC operating points at nominal conditions

described in the following sections.

Rectifier Constant Current Control

The PI controller shown in Figure 2.6(a) is used to control the firing angle of the

rectifier. The difl'erence between the rneasured DC current ancl the desired current is

used as the input. One state variable (X",) is used to represent the integral controller.

The state space equation ancl the change in required firing angle (Acr.) a,re given by

Equations (2.I8) and (2.19) respectively.

LX",, : LI¿., - LId,",*d",

L,ar" : Ky,A.Xo, -f Kp,L,I¿n - Kp,Lld..,*d..,

Kp, and Ky¡ àlê the proportional and integral gains respectively arrd I¿.,*¿., is

the rectifier current refererrce.

Minimum a

(b) Operating poiut at rectifier current
control and inve¡ter voltage control

Operating Point I

(2.18)

(2.1e)
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(a) Rcctifier currerrt corrtrol

V¿"i *

Yorder

(b) Inverter extinction angle control

-oR-

Figure 2.6: HVDC control schemes

fnverter Constant Extinction Angle Control

The PI controller shown in Figure 2.6(b) is used to control thc firing anglc of the

inverter. One state variable (X"o) is used to represent the integral controller. The

difference between the measurecl extinction angle arrd the clesired angle is used as

the input. The measured extinction angle is equal to (n - a - p). Therefore, the

linearized model of the controller can be obtained as in Equations (2.20) and (2.21).

L*o¿: -A,ai* - Llro- L'y*d",

(I + K p¿)Leli* : K1¿A,Xo¿ - Kp¿Lþr¿ - K p¿L'yo,¿",

(2.20)

(2.2t)

As shown in Equation 2.13, the commutation angle (¡r) is a function of the AC

side voltages, the inverter DC current and the firing angle. Therefore, the change in

commutation angle (A¡;) can be replaced by those variables. The resultant linearized

model of the controller is given in Equations (2.22) and (2.23).

(c) Inverter voltage control
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L**o: k¡A,Xo¿ * kzo\,l¿"¿

A.cri* : Kp¿klo\Xo¿ * Kp¿kzo\,I¿r¿ I

* k3oLV¡¿¿ I kao\V¡¿ * ksoLlo,¿., (2.22)

Kp¿k3ouVp - 
sil(grtp) 

lcaoLV¡¿

iKp¿ksoLlorder (2.23)

In the above Equations,

t-À.'Ia - sin(a¿) I si,n(a¿+ þLi)

J2rx.k2o:
V¿(K p¿sin(a¿) * sin(a¿ + p¿))

,,fzrx"lo"nv*t-_tu3a - V,tn(K r sin(a¿) I si.n(a¿ + p¿))

JlTX.I¿.¿Vt;t-_
V,I(K rosin(a¿) I si,n(a¡ + p¿))

t^_,ùba -
sin(a¿ + pi)

Kp¿ sin(a¿) I si,n(a¿ * p¿)

Inverter Constant Voltage Control

The PI controller shown in Figure 2.6(c) is used to control the firing angle of the

inverter. Since only one of the excitation angle controller or the voltage controller is

active, the same notation of the state variable used in the excitation controiler (X,o) is

usecl to represent the irrtegral controller. The difference between the measured inverter

side DC voltage and the desired DC voltage is used as the input. The inverter side

DC voltage is a function of the AC side voltages, the inverter DC current and the

firing angle as given in the linearized converter model in Equation (2.U). Therefore,

LV¿.¿ terms in the controller can be replaced by the corresponding terms of Equation

(2.L4). The resultant linearized model is given in Equations (2.2\ and (2.25).
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L*,0: Ic16A'Xo¿ * kzu\,Ia.r * k36LV¡t¿ * k¿uLVn l k56LV¿c,ord,er (2.24)

Lcr'i* : _.#;Or,,i-l Kp¿k26LI¿.¿l Kp¿fu6\Vpt* Kp¿ka6LV¡¿
I\ T¿

ÍKp¿k56\Vd.,ord., (2.25)

In the above Equations,

t- _rù1ó -
Kt¿Kl¿

I -f Kp¿Kl¿
Kk¿t^_N2b--

t^_¡ú3b - -

t^_N4b--

t^_ru5¡r -

I * Kp¿Kl¿
Ki¡

7 i Kp¿Kl¿
Kj¿

1* Kp¿KI¿
1

1-l Kp¿Kl¿

Ki,¿, K j¿, Kk¿ and KI¿ can be obtained from the linearized converter model given

in Q.t\ by substituting the values corresponding to the inverter. Note that, suffix

"i" is used to represent the inverter.
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2.2.4 State Space Model of HVDC System

The linearized models of the subsystems are combined together to obtain the state

space model of the HVDC system. This combination process is illustrated in the

control block diagram shown in Figure 2.7.

The change ilt <k:sirecl firing angle (Aar.) given by the rectifier currerrt controller

(Equation (2.19)) is added to the change in phase angle (Að-,) given by the pLO

rnoclel (E<trua,tion (2.15)) to obtain the change in firing instant of the rectifier (Aor)

as shown in Equation (2.26). Similarly, for the inverter, the change in desirecl firing

zrngle (Aai.) given by the extinction angle controller (Equation (2.23)) or the voltage

controller (Equation (2.25)) is added to the change in phase angle (L6,,0) to obtain

tlre clrirngc in fìring instant (Acvz) as shown in Equation (2.27).

The firing instants are substituted in the rectifier and inverter models obtained

using Equation (2.I4). The changes in DC voltages given by the rectifier ancl inverter

models are substituted in the DC transmission system (Equation (2.17)). This proce-

dure results in the state space model of the HVDC system given in Equation (2.28).

The overall system consists of nine state variables and two control inputs. The real

and imaginarv components of the rectifier and inverter output currents are obtained

from Equation (2.29).

A.ar:A,ar*+L6r',

L,ai : A,ai* I A,6n ¿

¿.Xn - Aa (AXI/) -t Bn çLUn)t En (LVu)(sxs) (ex2) (sxa)
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LIH : CH (LXH) + D, (LUn) t Yn (LVr)
(a x e) (axz) @xa)

t-

wltcrc- AX-: | \Xo, LXo¡ LIa., LI¿"¿ LVop LXL' Lõ,,, LXpro¿ OU,.r),

(2.2e)

LIo..oro"r1
I , LVA:

Llord., l

LVn,

LVt,

LVn¿

LVt¿

PLOr

LIn

LIt,

LIn¿

LIn

AUH : and A,I¡7 :

An, Bu, Ea, Cn, D¡¡ and Y¡¡ matrices are obtained using the procedure de-

scribed above.

2.2.5 Validation of Linearized HVDC Model

Since the system harmonics are ignored, the ìinearized HVDC model is accurate only

up to a certain frequency. According to [21], the linearized model of. a 12 pulse HVDC

converter is accurate up to around 200H2. A 60H2, 12 pulse converter produces lowest

harmonic of 660H2 irr the AC side. In order to neglect the effect of this frequency

component, the maximum frequency of the system should be less than the Nyquist

frequency, which is the half of that frequency (330H2). The practical limit is much

lower than this value. Therefore, 0-200H2 is an acceptable frequency range. This

frequency range (0-200H2) is good enough to analyze the HVDGgenerator interac-

tions and the multi-HVDC interactions accurately. However, it is required to validate

the linearized model for small disturbances within this frequency range. For this, an

empirical approach is used in this thesis. The responses obtained from the linearized

HVDC model and the detail PSCAD/EMTDC simulation models are compâred in

the time and frequency domains. The HVDC simulations produced by the electro-

magnetic transient program PSCAD/EMTDC have been validatecl using field tests
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DC Line

iu",,

_.----.>
I¿"i

Infinite
Busl

Infinite
Bus2

Inverter

Figure 2.8: CIGRE benchrnark test system with infinitr: AC buses

[36] and therefore those simulations can be used as a benchmark.

Fbequency Response Analysis

For the simplicity, the HVDC system without controllers are considered in the analy-

sis. Theref'ore, constant firing angle operation of the HVDC controllers is considered.

The CIGRE benchmark HVDC test system [27] is used in the validations. The recti-

fier ancl irrverter AC buses are rnodeled as infinite buses, in which the voitage can be

controlled. The test system is shown in Figure 2.8 and the reievant data are given in

Appendix A.

In the PSCAD/EMTDC simulation, a sinusoid in which the peak value is 5To of

the nominal value is added to one of the inputs of the converters. The rectifier firing

angle ancì tlie rectifier sicle AC voltage are considered as the inputs. The frequency

of the sinusoid is changed from 0 to 200H2 in small steps and the relevant frequency

components of the state variables and the outputs are scanned. The frequency re-

sponses between the inputs and the outputs/state variables obtained in this manner

are compared with the responses of the linearized model. The frequency responses
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between cliflêrent inputs ancl outputs are discussed below.

Input at rectifier firing angle:

The rectifier firirrg angle is considered as the input. The frequency response

(magnitude and phase plots) between the firing arrgle and the rectifier sicle DC

current is shown in Figure 2.9(a). The frequency responses obtained at the in-

verter side DC current and the mid point capacitor voltage are sho\¡/n in Figures

2.9(b) and 2.9(c) respectively. In these plots, the frequency is expressed with

Maonilude linoul:o. oulôul: I Iñ

D.'lòL
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respect to the DC side. The responses obtained from the small signal stability

model and the PSCAD/EMTDC model match very well within the required

frequency rânge. The magnitude plots show the DC line resonance frequency

around 50 Hz. As the frequency increases, the gains between the input and the

out puts decrease and they are small at 200H2.

The frequency response (only the magnitude plot) at the AC side current is

shown in Figure 2.9(d). The magnitude of the DC side frequency embedded in

the AC current obtained from the PSCAD/EMTDC model is extracted using

the fast fourier transform. The results are compared with those of small signai

stability rrroclel. The close m¿rtch in Figurc 2.9(d) corrfirrns that the DC to AC

current transformation in tire small signal model is accurately modeled within

the frequency range.

Input at rectifier AC voltage:

In order to examine the accuracy of the AC to DC transformation of the lin-

earizecl ntodel, the rectifier AC voltage is considered as the input and the si-

nusoidal signal is added to the voltage magnitude. The frequency responses

obtained at the rectifier side DC current, the inverter side DC current and the

mid point capacitor voltage are shown in Figures 2.10(a), 2.10(b) and 2.10(c)

respectively. The responses are similar to the responses obtained between the

firing angle and the outputs in shape, but the gains are high in the responses

between the AC voltage and the outputs.

Furthermore, the comparisons of the responses between the AC voltage magni-

tude and AC current magnitude given in Fig. 2.10(d) also show a close match.

The frequency domain analysis shows that the Linearized small signal HVDC
ùù
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Figure 2.10: Frequency response between rectifier AC voltage and state vari-
ables/outputs (magnitude is given as % change for a 5To change in V,,on,,)

model gives very close results to those of the detailed electromagnetic transient sim-

ulation model within the frequency range of 0-200H2.

Time Domain Simulations

The accuracy of the linearized HVDC model is further validated using time domain

simulations. The test system shown in Figure 2.8 is used for the simulations. The rec-

tifier constant current controller and the inverter constant extinction angle controller

Maon¡tude linoutv - oulDut: V ìmâg,r' eÞ.
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AC voltage magnitude.

A pulse of magnitude of *5% and duration of 0.3s was applied to the rectifier

current controller input. The responses of the controller and DC line state variables

obtained using the small signal model are compared with those of PSCAD/EMTDC

model in Figure 2.11. It is seen that the results of the linearized model agree well

with those of PSCAD/EMTDC. Similar results were obtained for the perturbations

applied on the other inputs as well.

In order to demonstrate the accuracy at high frequencies, a 5To,200Hz sinusoidal

change is added to the rectifier AC voltage magnitude and the rectifier side DC

current and the mid point capacitor voltage are compared in Figures 2.72(a) and

2.I2(b) respectively. The comparisons show a close match even at 200H2.

Both frequency domain and time domain comparisons verify that the linearized

HVDC model adequately represents the dynamics in the frequency range of A-200H2.
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Therefore, the model is suitable f.or analyzing interactions such as subsynchronous

oscillations.

The AC side converter transformers are included in the HVDC model. The rest

of the AC network components are to be modeled separately. In order to obtain

meaningful results from an analysis of a AC-DC power system, it is important to

model the AC network adequately.

2.3 AC Network Model

All the transmission lines, transformers, static loads and AC filters ¿r,re irrcluclerl in the

AC network model. In conventional small signal stability assessment tools designed

ibr electromechanical oscillation studies, the AC network is represented using the

admittance matrix. This method is accurate only for low frequency oscillations (0-

3Hz). However, in HVDC and SSO interaction studies, it is necessary to consider

some higher frequency interactions (0-60H2). A more accurate way of representing

the AC network is to use a dynamic model 124][23][22]. These representations of the

AC network are discussed in the following sections.

2.3.L Admittance Matrix Representation

In electromechanical oscillation studies, the AC network dynamics are ignored and

the network is represented using the power frequency admittance matrix [15]. The

relationship between the node voltages and the node current injections a,re given by

Equation 2.30.

[a1] : [yö""][ay]

ÐÈ7J'

(2.30)
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A1 consists of the changes in the currents injected by the dynamic devices at the

nodes (busbars). AV includes the voltages of the those busbars. Y¿" is calculated

using the power frequency admittances of the network components.

The modeling detaiìs of this technique can be found in [15]. An example case is

explained in Appendix B.

2.3.2 Dynamic Network Model

The dynamics of the R-L-C components of the AC network are included in this

model. However, the well known dynamic relationships of these components cannot

be directly used with the phasor quantities of the voltages and currents. Therefore, a

dynamic phasor model '.24]1231[22], which consists of the relationships of the phasor

cluantities, is usecl. The basis of this moclel is briefly described below.

The complex rotating phasor of an AC current (or voltage) can be expressed as

in Equation 2.31.

io": A*eió"iaot : lA*cos(/) + jA,.sin(d)]ei.0ú (2.31)

Where, A,n is the magnitude of the current and þ is the phase of the current.

These parameters are referred to as phasor components. ø6 is the nominal system

frequency.

Equation 2.31 can also be written in terms of rectangular coordinate components

(real and imaginary axes components) of the phasor components, as shown in Equa-

tion 2.32.

,io": (In1- jI1)st'ot

38
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Where In: A*cos(@) and 1¡ - A^sin(/).

The oscillatory frequencies generated by the dynamic devices are included in the

phasor current (In+ jlt). For example, the output phasor currents of an HVDC

system contain the DC side oscillatory frequencies.

Therefore, the oscillations can be analyzed with respect to the DC side frequencies

by considering only the phasor components. Equation 2.32 and the fundamental

relationships of the R-L-C components of the network are combined together to obtain

the dynamic phasor relationships. It is assumed that the fundamental frequency of

the system is constant.

Most of the AC network components can be represented as combinations of series

R-L components and parallel R-C components. Therefore, linearized models of series

R-L components and parallel R-C components are given below as examples.

Example 1: Series R-L Component

Consider a series R-L circuit connected between nodes 1 and 2. The instantaneous

voltage across node 1 and 2 can be written as,

1)t2: t# + Rin (2.33)

The complex rotating phasor relationships of the currents (eg: Equation 2.32) and

voltages are substituted into Equation (2.33) as follows.

(v^+ ivy)st,ot : t{È#Æ + R(rR* jr.)si,ot (2.34)

The phasor reiationship given in equation (2.35) is obtained from Equation (2.34)

by assuming that the nominal system frequency (øs) is constant.
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(2.35)

In Equation 2.35, Va (: VIa - V2p) and Vt (: VIt - V2¡) are the real part and

imaginary part of the phasor voltage deference between node-l and node-2.

The linearized model of Equation (2.35) is given by Equation (2.36). Note that,

all the values are in pu. Since L is in ptt, (aslL) terms appear instead or llL).

[ -*"TL

L -,,

i0-#
LVTR

LVTr

LV2R

LV2r

(2.36)

0? o

Example 2: Parallel F[-C Component

Consider a parallel R-C circuit connected between node 1 and the ground.

instantaneous current injected to the circuit can be written as,

vni jvt : tU#Ð+ (1? + jaoL)(In+ jrò

i,: C!u' 1

at + 
Eu',

The phasor relationship similar to Equation (2.35) is given by,

rnr- jrt: "ry+Iyù* (å + jusc)(v1n+ jvò

;l[:;] 
.

Ag

- Rt'.to

LLiïl

(2.37)

(2.38)

The linearized model of Equation (2.38) is given by Equation (2.39). Note that,

all the values are in pu. Since C is in p:u, (asf C) terms appear instead of (rlc).
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(2.3e)

All the R-L-C components of the AC network are modeled using the same method-

ology. The overall network model, which consists of inductor currents and capacitor

voltages as state variables, is obtained by combining the currents and voltages using

Kirchhofl's l¿r,ws. A sirnple exarnple is given in Appenclix B.

2.4 Generator Model

The AC network dynamics are neglected in conventional stability models of power

systems. To be consistent with the network representation, the stator dynamics

of the synchronous generators are also neglected [15]. Therefore, the conventional

round rotor (6¿à order) and the salient pole (5úä order) models [15] are used when the

admittance matrix is used to represent the AC network. Two additional differential

equations for the stator flux cornponents in d-c1 axes are added to the synchronous

machine model, when the AC network is represented using a dynamic phasor model.

Therefore, an 8¿h order model is used for round rotor type and a 7úh order model

is used for salient pole type. The linearized models of AC4A exciter [37] and non-

elastic water column hydro turbine and governor system [38] are combined with the

generator models. The linearized models of the generators, the exciters and the

governor-turbines are given in Appendix C.

¡;1[;;] 
: 

[-;;J l:Ï:] 
.lr.'r

4T
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2.5 Multi-Mass T\rrbine Model

The multi-mass turbine model described in [39] is linearized for analyzing the HVDC-

generator-turbine torsional interactions. The masses of the high pressure (HP), inter-

mediate pressure (IP) and iow pressure (LPA and LPB) turbines and the generator

are included in the analysis. Since the inertia of the exciter mass is low, it is not

included in the study. The linearized model is obtained as described in Appendix C.

2.6 Linearized Model of Entire Power System

The linearized models of the dynamic devices of the power system are combined with

the AC netr,vork model to obtain the overall state space model of the power system.

Two small signal models can be obtained based on the AC network model. The

admittance matrix representation of the AC network is used in conventional model

and the AC network dynamics are included in the other model as described in Section

2.3.2. These linearized models are briefly rìiscussed in the fbllowing sections.

2.6.L Conventional Model

The linearized models of the dynamic devices in the power system are represented

using current injection models. The synchronous generators are modeled using 6¿å

order (round rotor type) or 5¿ä order (salient pole rotor type) models neglecting stator

winding dynamics. In general, the state space model of the dynamic devices is given

by Equations (2.40) and (2.41).

/.X:Ad/.Xj-Ba/'U*E¿LV

A,I : C¿ A.X * D¿ LU +Y¿ LV

(2.40)

(2.4t)
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The voltage terms obtained in this manrer are substituted

equation (Equation 2.40) to obtain the overall state space model

(2.43).

CHAPTER 2. LINEARIZED MODELS OF POWER SYSTEMS

The AC network dynamics are ignored and the network is represented using the

admittance matrix model described in Section 2.3.1. The admittance matrix of the

network (Equation 2.30) is combined with the current injection equations of the dy-

n¿r.rnic <levices (Equation 2.4I) to obtain the voltzr,ge terrns (Ay) in terms of state

variables and the inputs as given in Equation (2.42).

LV : lY^" - Yol-, (Co AX + Dd 
^'U)

(2.42)

in the state space

given in Equation

A*:ALX+BLU (2.43)

Where, A : (A¿ 4- E¿lY6u" - Y¿l-tCo) and B -- (Bo I E¿1Y6," - Yol-t Da).

More details of this conventional model can be found in Chapter 12 of [15].

2.6.2 Small Signal Model With Network Dynamics

The dynamics of the entire network are included in the small signal model. The

network is modeled using the dynamic network model described in Section 2.3.2.

Differential and algebraic equations of tlie dynamic devices are combined with those

of the network using Kirchlioff's laws.

In order to explain the implementation aspects, formation of the state space model

is briefly cliscussed in the f'ollowing text using a simple test system shown in Figure

2.73. In this test system a generator and an HVDC system feed a load in a remote
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Figure 2.13: Test system used to discuss implementation aspects of dynamic network
model

location through a transmission line.

Example: Combining Network Components

The dynamics of series R-L components in the network are given by,

-At * Mn [Ayr] * Mn (2.44)

At, Mn and M¡2 matrices can be obtained as described in Section 2.3.2. Each

voltage and current component has two entities for the real and imaginary parts.

Similarly, the dynamics of parallel R-C components are given by,

Li,,

Alzs

A.i"

LI::

LIzz

LI¡. ¡x1
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* ly'vr

The state variables in Equations (2.44) and

the state space model of the network given in

LI:.:.

A.Izs

LIr

i Nvz [41,,] (2.45)

(2.45) are combined together to obtain

Equation (2.46).

l::,1:^.[îi]

LX","t: An.t LX,,"tl Mn"t Ayt + N,.¿ A,I¡ (2.46)

\Mhere, AXn.t contains the three current components and the two voltage com-

ponents given in Equatio ns (2.Aa)and (2.45) respectivel ,. O,*:l A7 
'''1,

Lt"' o" 
)

l*,, ol [o o IM¡p¡: I " landN,."t: I I

I o ol lo *,,)

Example: Combining HVDC System

The linear state space model of an HVDC system (or any other dynamic device) can

be represented as in Equations Q.a7) and (2.48).

(2.47)

(2.48)

ô.Xh : Ah LXh -l Bn Á'Un * En LVz

LIh : Cn LXn * Dn LUn + Yn LVz

Equation (2.48) is substituted in the network model (Equation 2.46) to eliminate

A1¿ terms. The modified Equation (2.46) and the HVDC state Equalion (2.47) are
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combined together to obtain the resultant state spâce model.

Example: Combining The Generator

The generator including stator dynamics can be represented as in Equations (2.49)

and (2.50). The output current of the generator is a function of the state variables.

/.Xs: As l-Xs + Bs LUs + Es LV1 (2.4e)

(2.50)A.Is: Cs LXs

The generator output current 1, is equal to the generator-transforrner curlcnt flow

/12, which is a state variable of the network model. The relevant network equation is

rewritten in Equation (2.51) in terms of the generator current.

LIs: AtÍ LIs * Eril LVtj- E¿¡2 LV2 (2.51)

The time derivative of Equation (2.50) is combined with Equations (2.49) and

(2.51) to fincl Ah in terrns of the state variables, inputs and LV2 (a state variable of

the network rnodel). A[ is then substituted in Equations (2.a6) and (2.a9) to obtain

the overall state space model.

2.7 Adequacy of Linearized Models of Power Systems

The conventional small signal model is accurate enough to analyze electromechanical

oscillations of a power system. However, a better model, which includes the AC

network dynamics is required to analyze higher frequency oscillations such as HVDC

interactions. It is shown in Section 2.2.5 that the linearized HVDC model produces
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DC Line I
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filters

Tie Line
ztie

DC Line 2 lnv.2

Figure 2.14: N¿[ultiin-feed HVDC test system

accurate results in the frequency rânge of 0-200H2. However, when it is combined

with the AC networks, the representation of the AC network may also affect the

results. Therefore, it is required to validate the linearized models of power systems,

which inclucle clifl'erent AC network rnodels.

In order to analyze the adequacy of the AC network models, a simple test system,

in which two HVDC in-feeds are connected through a tie-line, is used. The circuit

is shown in Figure 2.14. A synchronous generator is connected at 52 and all other

sources are voltage sources. The relevant data are given in Appendix A.

The linearized power system models discussed in Section 2.6 are evaluated for the

adequacy. The models are summarized below.

Model-l: Conventional Model (admittance matrix representation for AC network

and standard dynamic model of synchronous machine used in stability studies)

Model-2: Small signal model including network d1'namics (dynamic phasor represen-

tation for AC network and synchronous machine with stator winding differential

equations)
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(a) Change in ldcr of HVDCI
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Þrigure 2.15: Accur¿rcy of different nodels (initial charrges in Rectifier sirlc DC currents
for a 570,0.3s pulse on the current controller input in HVDCI)

The linearized state space models of the test system rMere formulated in MATLAB.

For small perturbations in the control inputs, the system responses obtained using the

linearized models were compared with the responses of the detailed electro-magnetic

transient simulations obtained using PSCAD/EMTDC.

A puise of magnitude of f5% and duration of 0.3s was applied to the rectifier

current controller input in HVDCl. The initial transients obtained with small signal

models are compared with those of PSCAD/EMTDC in Figure 2.15. Note that the

scales of the y-axes of the sub figures (a) and (b) are different. Since the perturbation

was applied at HVDCI, much larger changes in the HVDC1 rectifier side DC current

can be observed compared to that of HVDC2. It is seen that Model-2 agrees well

with PSCAD/EMTDC. Model-l shows a poorly damped oscillatory frequency which

does not agree with PSCAD/EMTDC results.

An extended simulation up to 1.5s for the same perturbation is shown in Figure

0.01
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(a) Change in ldcr of HVDCl
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Figur-tl2.16: Cha,nges in Rectifier siclc DC currents for a"5To,0.3s pulse on the current
controller input in HVDC1 (An extended simulation)
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Figure 2.L7: Change in generator speed for a 5T0,0.3s pulse on the current controller
input in HVDC1

2.16. The DC current of HVDC1 increases by 5% (0.05k4) during the disturbance (0

to 0.3s). The changes in the AC network voltages cause small changes in the HVDC2

currents. The results of Model-2 show a good agreement with the average variation

of the time response. It is noticed that the effect of electromechanical oscillations of

the generator is also embedded in the current waveforms. Although Model-1 gives

t¡me(s)
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(a) Change ¡n ldcr of HVDCI
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Figure 2.18: Changes in R.cctifìer sidr: DC currcnts for a5To,200Hz sinusoidal change
of the HVDC1 rectifier side AC source voltage (I/s1)

quite different results f'or high fì'equency transients, the waveforms coincide with those

of Modei-2 and PSCAD/EMTDC in the latter part, where only the low frequency

electromechanical oscillations are present. Furthermore, the comparison given in

Figure 2.I7 for the rotor speed of the generator confirrns that both of the models are

good for low frequency electromechanical oscillation studies.

Accuracy of the moclels at high frequencies was further verified by applyin g a 5To,

200H2 sinusoidal change to the HVDC1 rectifier side AC source voltage (751). The

changes in rectifier sicle DC currents of HVDCI and HVDC2 are compared in Figure

2.18. The disturbance applied at 51 propagates through the AC network (21) to the

HVDCI. The 200H2 sinusoidal signal can be observed in the rectifier DC current

of HVDC1 obtainecl using PSCAD/EMTDC. The rectifier side DC current obtained
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using Model-2 follows PSCAD/EMTDC results well. However, the results of the

conventional model (Model-1) is inaccurate at this frequency. The high frequency

osciilations dies out at HVDC2 while propagating through 21, HVDC1 and the tie

line (Ztie). Therefore, the 200H2 signal cannot be observed in the rectifier sirte DC

current of HVDC2. PSCAD/EMTDC and Model-2 results well agree for the low

frequency changes observed in that current and Nlodel-1 does not show these changes

accurately.

In conclusion, The time domain validations provided in this scction confirm that

the admittance matrix representation of the AC network exhibits some oscillations,

which are not present in the more accurate EMT simulations. This confìrrns that fbr

HVDC interaction studies, a simple model with admittance matrix representation of

the network and the generators without stator dynamics is not adequate. The model

with dynamic phasor representation of AC network and the generators with stator

dynamics shows accurate results, which agree witli EMT simulations in the required

frequency range. Therefore, this model is used in this thesis to analyze the HVDC

interactions in power systems.

2.8 Concluding Remarks

The modeling requirements for small signal stability analysis of power systems with

HVDC lines have been analyzed in this chapter. The linearized models of the power

system dynamic devices including HVDC systems have been presented. Frequency

and time domain comparisons carried out for the small signal and EMT type models

confirm that the linearized HVDC model is accurate in the frequency range of 0-

200H2. In the generators, the stator dynamics have been included in the iinearized

models in order to obtain accurate results in this frequency range.
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The adequacy of the admittance matrix representation and the dynamic phasor

representation of the AC networks to analyze HVDC interactions in power systems has

been investigated. The comparisons of small signal model simulations against EMT

type simulations have been used to conclude that the dynamic network representation

of the AC network is essentiai to produce meaningful resuits from a small signal

analysis.
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Chapter 3

Flybrid AC Network Model for

Large Power Systems

3.1 Introduction

As concluded in Chapter 2, the dynamic network representation of the AC network is

essential to produce meaningful results from a small signal analysis of a power system

with high frequency interactions such as HVDC interactions. In addition to that, the

generators are required to be modeied inciuding stator winding dynamics. Including

network dynamics and stator dynamics of generators increase the number of state

variables and hence the size of the system matrix A. Therefore, it is impractical to

modei all the network dynamics of large povier systems.

This thesis proposes a single platform, which can be employed to analyze conven-

tional low frequency electromechanical oscillations as well as high frequency interac-

tions using small signal stability assessment. The areas of the network that consist of

dynamic devices causing high frequency osciilations are modeled including network

dynamics and the rest of the network is modeied using the power frequency admit-
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tance matrix. The linearized models of the dynamic devices are combined with the

dynartric network rlloclels usirtg Kirchhoff's laws. The result¿lnt linearized models of

the dynamic network areas are combined with the admittance matrix of the rest of

the network using current injection models.

The proposed technique is compared with two small signal stability models: the

conventional model with the admittance matrix representation of the network and

a more detailed model with a dynamic network model for the entire network. Elec-

tromagnetic transient simulations obtained using PSCAD/ENITDC are used as the

benchmark for the comparisons. The IEEE New England 39 bus test system [29] with

sorne rrroclific¿r.tions is usecl to valid¿r,te the proposed techniclue.

3.2 Proposed Hybrid AC Network Model

The areas with the dynamic devices, which produce high frequency oscillations are

modeled including network dynamics. For example, the areas with multi-in-feed

HVDC systems, generator-turbine torsional oscillations and other FACT devices can

be considered. These areas are modeled using the dynamic phasor model described

in Section 2.3.2. The rest of the network is modeled using the admittance matrix

representation described in Section 2.3.7. The transmission lines at the boundary

between two moclels are treated in a slightly different way. For example, consider the

transmission line shown in Figure 3.1. Node 1 is included in the admittance matrix

and node 2 is in the dl.namic network model. The line capacitance connected to

node 2 is modeled using the dynamic model and the line capacitance connected to

node 1 is included in the admittance matrix. The series R-L component of the line

is modeled using the dynamic model and the current in the series R-L component

(112) is considered as the current injected to the admittance matrix model from the
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Admittance
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Figure 3.1: Tfansmission line modei at the boundary

dynamic network model. The multiple lines connected between the admittance mâtrix

model and a dynamic net"¡/ork model are treated in the same manner. Therefore, one

dynamic network area can be considered as a single dynamic device connected to the

admittance matrix model with single or multiple current injections.

In general, the state space model of a dynamic network area can be represented

by Equations (3.1) and (3.2).

LXo¿: Aai LXo¿ I Bo¿ LUo¿ * Eo¿ LVo¿

LIout,o¿: Cai LXo¿

(3 1)

(3.2)

LXo¿ ancl LUo¿ contain all the state variables and the inputs of the dynamic

devices of i¿ä clynamic area respectively. LVo¿ contains the voltages of the boundary

nodes in the admittance matrix model side (similar to node 1 of Figure 3.I). Lloú,oi

represents the current injections from the dynamic network to the admittance matrix

model at those nodes.

The state space model of the d¡mamic devices connected to the rest of the network

(admittance matrix model) is given by Equations (3.3) and (3.a).

T v2
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LX, : A, /'X, + B, L(J, + E, LV

Llout,, : C, LX, + D, LU, +Y AV

(3.3)

(3.4)

AX" ancl AU, contain all the state variables and the inputs of the dynamic devices

connected to the network except the dynamic areas, respectively. LV contains the bus

voltages of the network including the boundary nodes (similar to node 1 of Figure 3.1).

LIoú,, represents the current injections from the dynamic devices to the network.

The state space Equations (3.1) and (3.3) are combined as in Equation (3.b) to

obtain the state space equation of the entire system.

[""] 
(3 5)

In Eo, the value corresponding to ith node is Eo¿ and all the other elements are

zero.

The total current injections to the network (admittance matrix modei) can be

obtained by combining Equations (3.2) and (3.a) as follows.

[""] 
(3 6)

In summary, the state space Equation (3.5) and the current injections (3.6) can

be represented by Equations (3.7) and (3.8) respectively.

o*"-l 
-lo. o

L*o¿] - Lt Ao¿ ll;

Ll;l 
.lî:l l;l .

I o'-',,,-l - l" o

1o,",,,"nj 
-Loco¿

.fî;,] 
l"t;.1 

. 
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LX:AL/.X+Fr_/'.U+&LV

Llout: Ct LXt + Dr LU +Yl LV

(3.7)

(3 8)

Equation (3.8) is combined with the admittance matrix relationship (A/ : Y LV)

of the network, which is to be modeled using conventional model, to obtain the bus

voltages in terms of state variables and inputs. The result is then substituted in

Equation (3.7) to obtain the overall state space model (At : A LX + B l'U).

A computer algorithm to implement the proposed hybrid model is described in

Appendix D.

3.3 Validation of Proposed Model

The New Engìancl 39 bus test systern [29] with some rnodifications is used to validate

the proposed method. The modified test systerrr is shown in Figure 3.2. Bus 38 is

kept as an infinite bus and therefore, generator 38 is modeled as a voltage source.

Two HVDC in-feeds are connected at busbars 22 and 23 instead of generators 35

and 36. These two HVDC systems aiong with two capacitor banks provide the same

active and reactive power provided by the generators in the original system. CIGRE

benchmark HVDC test system [27] with modified current orders are used to model

the HVDC in-feeds. The test system details are given in Appendix A.

3.3.1 Small Signal Models of Test System

The following three linearized small signal models are used for comparisons.

Model-l: Conventional Model [admittance matrix representation for AC network

and standard d1'namic model of synchronous machine used in stability studies]
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345 kV llOkv 13.8 kv

Figure 3.2: 39 bus test system with two HVDC in-feeds

Model-2: Small signal model including network dynamics of entire network [dynamic

phasor representation for AC network and synchronous machine models with

stator wincling differential equations included]

Model-3: Proposed Hgbri,d Model [the area highlighted in Figure 3.2 is modeled

including network dynamics (as in Model-2) and the rest is modeled using con-

ventional model (Model-l)]

The three linearized models of the dynamic devices are obtained as described in

Chapter 2. The generators in Model-l are modeled using 6úh order generator model
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Table 3.1: State Variables Small Sienal lVlodelnòm S

System S

Model-1
ate Variab
I Modet-z

les

I Modet-g
HVDCi- Controllers & DC line 5 5 tr

L,

HVDCI- PLLs 4 4 4
HVDCI- AC filters 0 24 24

HVDC2- Controllers & DC line 5 5 5

HVDC2- PLLs 4 4 4

HVDC2- AC filters 0 24 24

Generators 33 & 34 28 t.\JL DÔJL

Generators 30,31,32,37 & 39 70 80 70
AC network- highlighted area 0 42 42

AC network- other areas 0 138 0

Total state variables 116 358 270

and the generators in Model-2 are modeled including stator dynamics (8¿à order).

In Model-3, generators 33 and 34 are modeled using 8¿À order model and the rest

is modeled using 6¿h order model. The linearized models of AC4A exciter [37] and

non-elastic water column hydro turbine and governor system [38] are combined with

the generator models.

In the linearized HVDC models, constant current controllers are included at the

rectifier encls and const¿rnt DC voltage corrtrollels are used ¿rt the inverter ends.

The state variables in the systems are summarized in Table 3.1. Model-l consists

of 116 state variabies. When the entire system is modeled including the network

dynamics (Model-2), the state space model has 358 state variables. This number can

be significantly reduced to 210 when the proposed model (Model-3) is used.

Selection of Dynamic Area

The studies have shown that the same results can be obtained as in Model-3 by mod-

eling Buses 27,22,23 and 24 in the dynamic area and Bus 16 as the boundary bus
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(186 state variables in total). This has been expected since the points of interconnec-

tions of HVDC systems (Bus 22 and Bus 23) are around 100 km away from Bus 16 at

which the highlighted area is connected to the rest of the systems. This gives an idea

how the buses in the dynamic areas should be selected. In order to obtain accurate

results, a considerable distance from the dynamic devices with the high frequency

interactions should be modeled in the dynamic area.

The increment in number of state variables in this example from conventional

model to the hybrid model is 116 to 210, which appears to be significa,nt. It shoukl

bc notccl that in this example a significant portion of the network is included in the

dynamic network. In practice, for a large network, the dynamic part of the network

model is a small proportion of the entire network and therefore, the relative increment

in number of state variables will be much smaller. For example, consider a mid size

power system with 3000 buses, 3000 branches and 100 generators. The conventional

model may contain around 1400 state variables if the generators, exciters and turbine-

governor units are modeled. If there is one area with multiHVDC in-feeds and 20

transmission lines are to be included in the dynamic area, this may add at most 150

state variabies, making 1550 state variables in total (10.7% increase in state variables).

Tliis cloes not rnake a significant computation burden.

3.3.2 Validations IJsing Time Domain Simulations

Small signal responses of the models 1, 2 and 3 are obtained for the disturbances

applied at the inputs and the results are compared with the detailed EMT simulation

results obtained using PSCAD/EMTDC.

A step of magnitude of *5% and duration of 0.3s was applied to the rectifier

current controller input in HVDC1. The initial transients of the rectifier side DC
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currents and the inverter side DC currents obtained using the small signal models are

compared with those of PSCAD/EMTDC in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 respectively.

Note that thc sc¿r.lcs of thc y-axcs of the sub fìgures (a) and (b) are clifl'erent. Since

the perturbation was applied at HVDCI, much larger changes in the HVDC1 DC

currents can be observed compared to those of HVDC2.

The results obtained using Model-2 match well with PSCAD/EN4TDC results.

The proposed model (ivIodel-3) also gives results close to the results of Model-2 and

PSCAD/EMTDC. The results obtained using the conventional model (Model-1) are

<¡uite diflclcnt fì'otn the othcrs. Much nrore difl'erences c¿l,n bc observed in HVDC2

currents since the changes in HVDC2 are due to the changes in AC network voltages

and currents which are caused by the current injections of HVDC1, in which the

disturbance is applied.

As far as electromechanical oscillations are concerned, all the small signal models

give accurate results. This is evident in the generator speed comparisons given in

Figure 3.5. Therefore, the proposed technique can be used for electromechanical

oscillation studies as well.

Accuracy of the rnoclels zr.t high frequencies was further verified by applying a5To,

200H2 sinusoidal change to the HVDCl rectifier side AC source voltage. The changes

in rectifier side DC currents of FIVDC1 and HVDC2 are compared in Figure 3.6.

The model with AC network dynamics of entire system (Model-2) and the proposed

hybrid model (Nlodel-3) give the same results, which show a very good agreement

with the PSCAD results. The conventional model (Model-l) is not accurate at this

frequency.

In conclusion, the proposed model gives accurate results for HVDC high frequency

oscillations as well as for electromechanicai oscillations. The accuracy of the model
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(a) Change in rectilìer side DC curent of HVDCl
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(a) Change in rect¡fier side DC curenl of HVDCl
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Figure 3.6: Cha,ngcs in rectifìel side DC currents for a 10To,200H2 200H2 sinusoidal
change of the HVDC1 rectifier sicle AC source voltage

3.4 Concluding Remarks

A computartionally efficient srn¿r,ll signal stability rnodeì suitable for studying HVDC

interactions has been proposed in this chapter. The required accuracy and the com-

putation efficiency have been achieved using a hybrid AC network model that al-

lows the parts of the transmission network in the vicinity of HVDC converters or

any other dynamic devices to be modeled with their dynamics and the remaining

parts to be modeled as constant admittances. The time responses of the proposed

model have been validated against an electromagnetic transient simulation program

(PSCAD/EMTDC). The constant admittance transmission network model (Model-

1) produces inaccurate time responses. When the entire network is modeled with

its dynamics (Model-2) the time response closely agrees with the PSCAD/EMTDC

simulation. However, for large networks, the dynamic representation of the entire

(b) Change in rect¡fier side DC curent of HVDC2
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transmission network leads to large computation burden due to the large system ma-

trix. The proposed model (Model-3), which is a þbrid of the above two, gives time

responses that are almost identical to those obtained for Model-2. The proposed hy-

brid modeling approach would be useful for studying subsynchronous frequency range

interactions in power systems.
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Chapter 4

Srnall Signal Stability Assessment

of Power Systems

4"L Introduction

Srnall signal stability is concerned with the ability of power systems to maintain the

synchronism under small disturbances [17]. This type of stability is analyzed by

applying Lyapunov's first stability cliteria [18] to the linearized state space model of

the power system.

Chapters 2 and 3 described the linearized models of the power systems. The local

stability around the operating point, at which the system is linearized, is analyzed

using the eigenvalue analysis of the system matrix of the linearized state space model.

This chapter briefly clescribes the small signal stability and eigenvalue (modal) anal-

ysis of po\¡/er systems. More details can be found in [15] (power system aspects) and

in [a0] (linear control theory).
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4.2 Stability of Linearized Systems

The linearized state space model of a dynamical system is given in Equation (4.1).

AX:AAX+BAU (4.1)

\Mlterc, AX is tltc vector of state vari¿l,bles and A[/ is the vector of inputs in the

system.

The eigenvalues of tire system matrix (A) are obtained by solving Equation (4.2).

det(A-À1) :9 (4.2)

If the system has 'n' state variables, Equation 4.2 has 'n' independent solutions

(Àt, Àr, ..., À,,). These solutions are the eigenvalues of the system.

The local stability (stabi,li,ty 'in the small) of the system at the operating point,

where the system is linearized, is determined using Lyapunov's first theorem [18].

The criterion is summarized in [15] as follows.

. "When the eigenvalues have negative real parts, the original system is asymp-

totically stable."

o "'When at least one of the eigenvalues has a positive real part, the original

system is unstable."

. "When the eigenvalues have real parts equal to zero, it is not possibie on the

basis of the first approximation to say anybhing in the general."

This stability criterion is interpreted as the stability of the modes of the system

as described in the following section.
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4.3 Modes and Modal Characteristics

The moclcs of the system are iclentifie<l using eigcnvalucs ¿l,rrd the modal characteristics

arc analyzed using eigenvectors. Some important concepts âre summarized in this

section.

4.3.t Modes

If there â,re no changes in the system inputs, the state space model of the system can

be rewritten as in Equation (4.3) This is the free motion of the system.

AX: A AX (4 3)

The rate of change of each state variable is a linear combination of all the state

variables of the system. These cross couplings of the state variables can be eliminated

by using the transformation given bv,

\X:ÕZ

Where, <Þ is right eigenvector matrix of the system matrix (A).

After the transformation, the state space model becomes

Z:1\Z

2¿ : À¿z¿

68

Â is a cliagonal matrix with the eigenvalues as the diagonal elements. Therefore,

the rate of change of ,ith vartable is given by,

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)
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The transformation produces 'n' independent variables. These variables are called

the modes of the dynamical system. The modes describe the dynamic behavior of

tlre system. The time response of 'i¿h mode is given by Equation (a.1.

z¿(t) : z¿(g)e^ut

The time dependent characteristic of i¿å mode is given by ¿\ut. Therefore, the

modes and their stability is described by the eigenvalues as follows.

A real eigenvalue corresponds to an aperiodic (non-oscillatory) mode. If

eigenvalue is negative the mode is a decaying mode and if it is positive,

mode is unstable (aperiodic instability).

A complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues corresponds to an oscillatory mode. If

tlreeigenvaluepairis, À: oL ja,

The frequency of oscillation is given by,

(4.7)

(4 8)

(4.e)

the

the

^a+-_t-2n

The damping ratio is given by,

(:
Jæ +æ

If the real part of the eigenvalues is negative (i.e. damping ratio is positive),

the mode is stable. The magnitude of the damping ratio determines the rate of

decay of the ampiitude of the oscillation.
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4.3.2 Mode Shapes (Right Eigenvectors)

The right eigenvector of a particular mode gives the mode shape, which shows the

relative phasors of the state variables when that mode is excited. The right eigenvector

(O¿) of ith mode is given by,

Aóu: S.ç. (4.10)

Assume, only Cth mode of the system is excited. Then, the state variables are

given by,

AXr

LXz

AXs

ö¿t

Iqi2

:

ó¿z

(4.11)

ón, ó¿2, . . . , ó¿n are the elements of i¿à r-iglrt eigenvector (Õ¿).

The rna.gnitudes of the elernerrts of Q¿ give the relative activities of the state

variables in ith mode and the phase angles give the phase displacement of the state

variables with regards to the mode. Since the units and scaling of the state variables

are different, the magnitudes of tire elements cannot be compared against each other.

Therefore, only the phase angles of the mode shapes are considered in this thesis

while analyzing HVDC interactions.

4.3.3 Left Eigenvectors

The lefT eigenvecto. (ü¿) of Cth mode is given by,
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ú ¿A : À¿,ú ¿ (4.I2)

Assume, only 'ith mode of the system is excited. The mode is given by,

z¿: þ¿1AXt'l tþ¿zA'X2 + '" * tþ¿"LX" (4.13)

,þa,tþ¿2, . . . ,|t¿n are the elements of i¿ä riglrt eigenvector (üo).

The eìements of Õ¿ are the weights of the state variabie to lhe ith mode.

4.3.4 Participation Factors

The participation factors [4I]1421, which are independent of the units and scaling of the

state variables are used to measure the relative participation (magnitude) of the state

variables in a mode. The participation factors are obtained from the muttiplications

of the elements of the right eigenvector and the left eigenvector.

The participation factor (p¿n) is given by,

Pt"¿: ón¿tþu, (4.I4)

Where, þm is the kth element of i¿h right eigenvector (a column vector) and ry'¿¿ is

the lçth element of iúh left eigenvector (a raw vector).

pt ¿ is the relative participation of the kth state variable in the Cth mode. All the

participation factors of the i¿h mode are arranged in a vector to obtain the participa-

tion vector as given in Equation (4.15).
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Pi:

Pt¿

Pz¿

Pni

(4.15)

The elements of pi are dimensionless and the sum of the elements is 1. Therefore,

the participation factors (elements) can be used as an index to compare the relative

participation of the state variables in that mode. Since the participation factors of an

oscillatory mode are complex numbers, the magnitudes of the participation factors

are used for the comparisons. ln this thesis, the magnitude of the highest participant

is considered as 700% and other participations are scaled accordingly.

Tlre participation factor matrix of the system is, P : [pt,pz,. . . ,pn]. This matrix

gives the participation of the state variables in all the modes of the system.

4.3.5 Mode Controllabilitv and Observability

The decoupled forms of the state equations are given b¡

Z: l\ Z +úB LU

LY:CAZ+DLU
(4.16)

(4.17)

\Mhere, right eigenvector rna,trix, Õ : [Õr, (Þ2, . . . , Õ",] and

lefl eigenvector rnatrix, ü : LVT,VT,.. .,VTI'.

In Equation (4.1(i), the element of [üB] corresponding to a particular mode and

an input determines whether the mode can be controlled through that input. If the

element is zero, the mode cannot be controlled (uncontrollable). Therefore, [üB] is
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referred to as the mode controllabi,lity matrir.

The system response at an output (Y) can be obtained by Equation (a.17). The

element of [C<Þ] correspon(liIrg to it par-ticul:rr rnodc ¿l,ncl an output determines whether

the mode can be observed in that output. If the element is zero, the mode cannot

be observed (unobservable). Therefore, [C<Þ] is ref'crre<l to ¿rs the mode obseruabi,l'ity

matrir.

4.4 Summary: Modal Analysis IJsed in The Thesis

The modal analysis technique used in the thesis is summarized below.

The erperioclic ancl oscillatory rnodes ¿l.re iclentifir:cl using eigenvalues and stabil-

ity of the modes are evaluated. The frequency and the damping of the oscillatory

modes are obtained using Equations (4.8) and (4.9).

The relative participation of the state variables in the modes are obtained using

participation factors. The interactions among the state vari¿rbles of clifferent

clynamical systems are identified using these participations.

The phase angles of the mode shapes are used to identify the relative action of

the state variables in a particular mode.

If two state variables have almost the same phase angle (around 0o phase dis-

placement) in the mode shapes of a particular mode, the two state variables are

said to be "osc'illati,ng together" irr that mode.

If two state variables have almost 180o phase displacement in the mode shapes
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of a particular mode, the two state variables are said to be "oscillati,ng agai,nst

each other" in that mode.

. Observabiliiy and controllability matrices are used to identify the inputs and

the outputs for the controllers, which are utilized to improve the damping of

some lightly damped modes.
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Chapter 5

FIVDC Interactions in Power

Systems

5.1 Introduction

The HVDC interactions in power systems are analyzed using the small signal stability

assessment described in Chapter 4. The following interactions in power systems are

discussed in this chapter.

o Multi-in-feed HVDC interactions - Interactions among the controllers and DC

lines of clifferent HVDC links connected to a power system in a close proximity.

o HVDC-generator electromechanical interactions - Interactions between an HVDC

link and a generator connected to a power system in a close proximity.

These HVDC interactions are analyzed in detail using two case studies: a small

multi-in-feed test system (Case Study-l) and a large power system (Case Study-2).

In Case Study-2, the proposed hybrid AC network model (Chapter 3) is also used to
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DC Line I

I,l"rl

Rec. 2 DC Line 2

Ju*,,

:

Figure 5.1: Multi-in-feed HVDC test system (redrawn - same as Figure 2.I4)

analyze the interactions and the performance of the model is compared against the

detailed model.

In addition to these interactions, the HVDC-generator-turbine torsional interac-

tions (subsynchronous oscillations) are analyzed in Chapter 6.

5.2 Case Study-l: Multi-in-feed HVDC Interactions

The multi-in-feed HVDC test system shown in Figure 2.I4 of Chapter 2 is used to

analyze the interactions. For the clarity of the readers, the test system is redrawn in

Figure 5.1. There are two HVDC in-feeds (HVDC1 and HVDC2) connected through

a tie-line and one generator (S2) is connected close to HVDCI.

5.2.1 Small Signal Model of Test System

The linearized model of the test system is obtained as described in Chapter 2. The

rectifier current controller, the inverter extinction angle controlier and the PLOs are

included in the HVDC models. The dynamic AC network model is used to model the

I¿"it
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Table 5.1: or Participati ns of Some Selected N4odes in iVlulti-in-feed
Mode Fleq.

(H")
D

(%)
Major Participants

1 148.1 3.1 I22(100%), F2(80%),
r24(70%), F4(70%)

2 104.8 30.4 F4(100%), F2(50%),
Iü.(40%)

3 75.9 10.9 Id*r(r00%), Izl(70%),
Id-2(60%), Fr(50%)

4 74.9 10.4 I¿*2(I00Yo), In(70%),
Id*r(60%), F3(50%)

5 66.0 77.6 Id"il(700%0), F2(80%), I22(60%),
Id"i2(60%), F4(40%), I 24(40%)

6 34.0 20.2 V""e2(700%), Id.áz(80T0),

V."e{60%), Id"ir(50Y0)
7 17.9 30.9 V""e{I}}To), X,,1(70Y0),

Iz2(70%), V"p2(60%)
8 17.0 72.7 X*,1(I00To), I ¿",1(707o),

V""er(70T0), X.,.2(60T0)
I 7.0 93.7 X.,2(700T0), X,,r(60Y0),

1d.,2(50%), Id",t\}%)
10 r.2 4.6 d(100%), ôd(I00%), a(90%),

r22(40%)

Test System

network. The synchronous machine is modeled using an 8úä order model including

stator winding dynamics. The exciter and governor models are also included in the

generator model. The entire system consists of g6 state variables. Most of the state

variables are associated with the AC network and 9 state variables of each HVDC

system and 16 state variables of the generator are also included. Some important

modes of the system are given in Table 5.1. In the participations, Fn (n : I..4)

represents the state variables of. nth AC filter and I2n (, :1..4) represents the

currents of nth source impedance. The numbers shown within parentheses are the

scaled participations. Since the AC filters and irnpedances involve a large number of

state variables, the rounded value of the highesi participant of them is presented in
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the table.

The oscillatory modes given in Table 5.1 are used to identify the interactions. The

modes are categorized into AC network interactions, DC line resonance interactions

and controller interactions based on the highest participants.

5.2.2 AC Network Interactions

Modes 1 to 5 show the AC network interactions. Inspection of major participants

shown in Table 5.1 reveals that, Mode 1 is the most critical mode in the system in

which the inverter sicle AC nctwork ancl filter state v¿r.riables participate the most.

There are minor contributions of the inverter side DC currents and the generator

stator- flux conrponents in this rnode. Vlode 2 shows the interactions among the

invcrter siclc filtcrs ¿r,ncl the tie line. The irrteractions arnong the DC currents, the AC

network ¿rnd the filters are given by modes 3,4 and 5.

5.2.3 DC Line Resonances

Modes 6 and 7 in Table 5.1 are due to the inductor-capacitor resonances of the DC

lines. The participation of all 88 state variables in Mode 6 is illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Note that in Figure 5.2, the state variables of HVDC systems are arranged in the order

lXo,, Xo¿, fd.n, Id.i,Voo and four PLO variables]. The mid-point capacitor voltage

(100%) and the inverter side DC current (80%) of HVDC2 participate the most in

this mocle. There are significant contributions from the mid point DC voltage (60%)

and the inverter side DC current (50%) of HVDC1 as weli. The mode shapes of

mode 6 illustrated in Figure 5.3 show that the relevant state variables of HVDC1 and

HVDC2 are almost 180o out of phase with each other. For example, I¿'1of HVDC1

and I¿n2 of HVDC2 are almost 180o apart. Therefore, the relevant state variables of
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Figure 5.2: Participation of state variables in mode 6 of lVlodel-l (Tabte 5.1). Note
that, the state variables of HVDC systems are arranged in the order fXo,, Xo¿, I¿.,,
Id"i, V"op and four PLO variables].

HVDC1 and HVDC2 "oscillate against each other" in this mode.

The major contributor for Mode 7 is HVDC1. The mode shapes (Figure 5.3) show

that the angle between the relevant state variables of HVDC1 and HVDC2 is small.

Therefore, the relevant state variables of HVDC1 and HVDC2 "oscillate together" in

this mode.

5.2.4 Controller Interactions

The controller state variables X¿¡1 and Xo,2 participate most in modes B and g as

in Table 5.1. Therefore these rnodes are identifìed as controller modes. The major

contributor for Mode 8 is HVDCI. The mode shapes (Figure 5.3) show that HVDC1

and HVDC2 oscillate together in this mode. The participation of state variables in

Mode 9 is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The major contributor in this mode is the rectifier

current controller state variable of HVDC2 (Xo,z - 100%). The participation of the

rectifier current controller state variable of HVDC1 (X,,t) is 60%. In addition to

40 50
State Var¡ables
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Figure 5.3: Mode shapes of major participants - Modes 6,7,8 and 9 (Table 5.1)

tlrose, the rectifier side DC currents of HVDC? (50%) and HVDCi (30%), and the

inverter side DC currents of HVDC2 (20%) and HVDC1 (10%) participate in this

mode. The mode shapes of the major participants illustrated in Figure 5.3 reveai

that HVDC1 and HVDC2 state variables oscillate against each other in this mode.

In this test system, the controller modes are highly damped and therefore, can hardly

be observed in the responses.
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Figure 5.4: Participation of state variables in mode 9 of Model-1 (Table 5.1). Note
that, the state variables of HVDC systems are arranged in the order lXo,, Xo¿, I¿n,
Id."i,V"op and four PLO variables].

5.2.5 Effect of Tie Line Impedance

The interaction between HVDC1 and HVDC2 depends on the tie line impedance (i.e.

how tightly the HVDC systems are coupled). If the tie line impedance is high, the

interactions between the two HVDC lines diminish. For example, when the tie line

impedance is 5 times larger, the participation in the similar DC line resonance mode

corresponding to Mode 6 is as shown in Figure 5.5 and the participation in the similar

controller mode corresponding to Mode 9 is as shown in Figure 5.6. It can be seen

that, the contributions of HVDC1 in these modes are negligible. The participations

of the corresponding modes of Modes 7, 8 also show that the interactions between

the HVDC systems are negligible when the tie line impedance is increased.

5.2.6 Effect of Current Controller

It is found from the above analysis that the rectifier current controller significantly

contributes to the DC line resonance and controller modes. The current controller

Generator 
i

HVDC:-.: Z2
1 ttt. F1 andF2 F3 and F4
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Figure 5.5: Participation of state variables in the similar mode corresponding to mode
6 (Table 5.1) when the tie line impedance is increased by 5 times
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Figure 5.6: Participation of state variables in the similar mode corresponding to mode
9 (Table 5.1) when the tie line impedance is increased by 5 times

contributions are further analyzed by changing the rectifier PI controller input gain

(G) of HVDC1 in the range of 0.2 to 10. The poiar plot of modes 6 to 10 are given

in Figure 5.7. The frequency and damping of Mode 6 (a DC resonance mode) show

minor changes when the gain is changed. In modes 7,8 and 9, the frequency and
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Figure 5.7: Polar plot of modes 6,7,8,9 and 10 - HVDCI rectifier PI controller input
gain is changed from 0.2 to 10

damping change in a wide range. For example, Mode 7 has around b% damping

when the gain is 10. Mode 9 becomes aperiodic as the gain increases to 1.3.

Especially, the electro-mechanical mode (Mode 10) becomes unstable as the gain

decreases to 0.2. This instability can be seen in the comparisons of small signal model

results and PSCAD/EMTDC results shown in Figure 5.8. This comparison further

confirms the accuracy of the small signal model in predicting small signal stability of

the system.

This analysis shows that the current controller action affects the performance of

the electromechanical mode. This gives an indication that the damping of some elec-

tromechanical oscillations can be controlled through HVDC. This controlling mecha-

nism is briefly describecl in the following sectiorr.
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(a) Change in ldcr of HVDCl
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Figure 5.8: Chzrnge in r<¡ctifìcr side DC current of HVDC1 f'or a 5%, 0.3s step on the
current controllcr input in HVDC1, when the HVDC1 rectifier PI controller input
gain is 0.2

5.2.7 HVDC Controllers For Electromechanical Oscillations

The damping of some local and inter-area modes of the power systems can be con-

trolled through the HVDC. These controllers are called HVDC damping controllers

or HVDC modulation controllers and the implementation aspects have been readily

discussed in the literature [6][4][43].

The damping controlìer can be applied at the rectifier current controller (current

modulation) or at the inverter extinction angle controller as an auxiliary controller.

For example, the rectifier darnping controller modifies the current reference such that

the damping of some electromechanical modes are improved. A remote signal (eg:

rotor speed of a generator) or a local signal can be used as the input. According to

[4], the frequency deviations of the converter terminals can be used as a local input.

For the completeness of the analysis, the designing aspects of the HVDC damping

controller to irnprove the damping of NIode 10 are briefly discussed. The generator

rotor speed is used as the input. The communication delays between the generator

station and the converter station are ignored.
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The controller is attached at the current reference of the rectifier currerrt controller.

The same procedure, which is followed to tune power system stabilizers (PSS) [44]

can be employed to design the damping controller as well. The phase iag between the

rectifier current controller input and the generator electrical torque is obtained from

the frequency response analysis while keeping the generator rotor locked. It is found

that the phase lag is 175". This phase lag has to be compensated using a phase lead

block. Since the phase lag is close to 180o, the inverted signal of the controller output

can be added to the current reference without using a lead-lag block. Therefore, only

¿1, washout filter and a gain block ale used as the rlarnping controller and the controller

output is subtracted from the current reference.

When the controller gain is 50 and tlrr: w¿rshout filter time constant is 5s, the

damping of the electromechanical mode (Mode 10) improves to 40To. The changes

in the rotor speed are compared in Figure 5.9, for a 5To, 0.3s step change on the

current controller input of HVDCI. The stability enhancement of the generator can

be observed clearly in Figure 5.9. In addition to that, this demonstrate the accuracy of

the small signal model in designing controllers. It is important to track the damping of

the other modes in the system while changing the damping controller gain to improve

the generator stability. However, for the given controller parameters, the damping of

the DC line resonance modes and the controller modes does not change much from

the values given in Table 5.1.

5.2.8 Summary of Analysis

The analysis shows that the rectifier current controllers and the DC lines significantly

contribute to the multi-HVDC interactions. The inverter extinction angle controlier

does not participate significantly in these modes. Although the HVDC systems are
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Figure 5.9: Change in generator speed for a 5%, 0.3s step on the current controlier
input in HVDCI, when the HVDC damping controller gain is 50.

identical, the network is not symmetrical. HVDC1 is electrically closer to the syn-

chronous generator than HVDC2 because of the tie line. Therefore, the modes associ-

¿rtecl with the two HVDC systerns are different. The strong tie line makes both of the

HVDC systems to participate in these modes. The interactions between HVDC1 and

HVDC2 diminish as the tie line impedance increases. The rectifier cur-rent controller

¿rction influences the behavior of the HVDC associated rnodes and the electrome-

chanical modes. Especially, HVDC damping controllers can be used to improve the

damping of the electromechanical modes.

In this case study, the HVDC interactions v/ere analyzed for a simple test system

in which the entire AC network was modeled using the dynamic network model.

However, for a large power system, the entire network dynamics cannot be modeled

and the proposed hybrid AC network model has to be used. The following study

(Case Study-2) demonstrate the abilities of the hybrid model in analyzing the HVDC

interactions.
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5.3 Case Study-2:

HVDC Interactions in Large Power Systems

In this study, the HVDC interactions are analyzed in a larger power system using

the hybrid model. Especially, the modal analysis results are compared with the

conventional model (Y matrix representation of AC network) and the detail model,

which includes the AC network dynamics of the entire network. This will demonstrate

the accuracy of the proposed hybrid model in analyzing HVDC interactions.

The nrodifiecl New England 39 bus tcst systcnr shown in Figure 3.2 of Chapter 3 is

nsed to analyze the interactions. The three small signal models described in Section

3.3.1 are used for the comparisons of the results. For the ciarity of the readers, the

models are redescribed below.

Model-l: Conventional NIodel [admittance matrix representation for AC network

and standard dynamic model of synchronous machine used in stability studies]

Model-2: Small signal model including network dynamics of entire network [dy-

namic phasor representation for AC network and synchronous machine models

including stator winding differential equations]

Model-3: Proposed Hybri,d Model [the area highlighted in Figure 3.2 is modeled

including network dynamics (as in Model-2) and the rest is modeled using con-

ventional model (Model-1)]

The modes and modal characteristics are analyzed using small signal stability

assessment as done in Case Study-l. Some of the modes are analyzed in the following

sections.
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Table 5.2: HVDC Interaction odes o Test
# Mo<

f (Hz)
el-1
D (%)

Mor
f (Hz)

lel-2

ID (%)
l\4odel-3

f (Hz) lnrnl
Mode-a 37.4 17.2% 30.9 6.7% 3r.7 6.2%
Mode-b 37.7 19.7Yo J.l- I 133% 33. i 73.4%

Ni

5.3.1 HVDC Interaction Modes

The oscillatory modes associated with HVDC systems are tabulated in Table 5.2.

There are two DC line resonance modes in which the DC line currents and the voltages

participate the most.

The participations of the HVDC1 and HVDC2 state variables in Mode-a and

NIode-b are illustrated in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 respectivcly. The first 9 state

variables belong to HVDC1 and the rest belong to HVDC2. The state variables

in each HVDC system are arranged in the order of [Xo,, Xu¡ ldn, I¿.¿, V.oo and

four PLO variables]. The phase angles of the mode shapes of Mode-a and Mode-b

are illustrated in Figure 5.12. The phasors "1a to 1e" represent the state variables of

HVDC1 in the order of [Xo,, Xo¿, Id.n, Ia"u, V"oof and the phasors "2a lo 2e" represent

the same state variables of HVDC2.

Comparisons

Model-2 which includes the AC network dynamics of entire network can be used as a

benchmark to analyze the interactions. Model-2 gives Mode-a at 30.9 Hz with 6.7%

damping (Table 5.2). The mid-point DC voltage (100%) and the inverter side DC

current (100%) of HVDC1 participate the most in this mode (Figure 5.10). There

are significant contributions of the mid-point DC voltage (80%) and the inverter

side DC current (80%) of HVDC2 as well. The mode shapes of Mode-a illustrated
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Figure 5.11: Participations of HVDC1 and HVDC2 state variables in Mode-b

in Figure 5.12 show that the angle between the relevant state variables of HVDC1

and HVDC2 is small. For example, the angle between the mid-point DC voltage

of HVDC1 ("1e") and the mid-point DC voltage of HVDCZ ("2e") is around20o.

Therefore, the relevant state variables of HVDC1 and HVDC2 oscillate together in

this mode. According to Model-2, Mode-b is at 33.1 Hz with 13.3% damping. HVDC2

is the highest participant in this mode (Figure 5.11). The inverter side DC current
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in this mode. The mode shapes (Figure 5.12) show that the relevant state variables

of HVDC1 and HVDC2 are almost 180' out of phase with each other. Therefore, the

relevant state variables of HVDC1 and HVDC2 oscillate against each other in this

mode.

The frequencies and the damping of iVlode-a and Mode-b obtained using con-

ventiortal moclel (Model-l) are significantly difl'erent fì'orn those of Niodel-2 (Table

5.2). Much higher differences can be observed in the participations. For example,

in Mode-a, Model-l shows that participations of the mid-point DC voltage and the

inverter side DC current of HVDC1 are I0To. However, the correct participations

given by Model-2 are around 80% (Figure 5.10). Some considerable changes of the

mode shapes can also be noticed in Nlodel-1 compared to Model-2 (Figure 5.12).

The proposed hybrid model (Model-S) gives close results to those of Model-2.

The frequencies and the damping of Mode-a and Mode-b are closely matched with

Model-2 (Table 5.2). The participations also show close matches. For example, in

Mode-a, participations of the mid-point DC voltage and the inverter side DC current

of HVDC1 and HVDC2 are (I00%,700%) and (70%0,70%). These values match well

with the values found using Model-2. The accuracy of the proposed model can be

further verified by observing the mode shapes (Figure 5.I2). Model-2 and Model-3

show similar mode shapes for the HVDC interaction modes. The conventional model

(Moclel-l) results are rnuch different fronr those results.

5.3.2 Electromechanical Modes

The electromechanical modes of the system are tabulated in Table 5.3. All the smali

signal stability models give similar results for the frequency and the damping of the

modes. The participation factors and the mode shapes also show the same results.
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e 5.3: tromechanical Modes of Test System
# Mod

f (Hz)
el-1
D(%)

Moc
f (Hz)

leI-2

I trz.l
Mod

r (Hz)
el-3
D(%)

Generator
Participation

mode-1 1.51 5.8 1.51 5.8 1.51 5.8 30,37
mode-2 7.27 4.9 1.27 5.0 1.27 5.0 37,30,39
mode-3 1.19 É.td.J 1.19 É.tú.ù 1.19 É.tJ.ù 32,3I
mode-4 7.77 6.2 I.T7 6.2 r.77 6.2 33,34
mode-5 1.09 4.8 1.09 4.9 1.09 4.8 39,31,32
mode-6 0.91 5.5 0.91 5.6 0.91 5.6 34,33-39,31
mode-7 0.48 4.7 0.47 4.5 0.47 4.3 AII

Modes 1 to 5 are local oscillatory modes, in which some generators oscillate against

some other generators in the same area. Mode-6 is an inter-area mode, in which

generators 33 and 34 oscillate against generators 31 and 39. In mode-7, all the

generators in the system oscillate together.

5.3.3 Summary of Analysis

The proposed hybrid model and the other two models have been compared against

each other in the frequency domain using modal analysis. All three models pro-

duce similar modal information for low frequency electromechanical oscillation modes.

However, for the high frequency HVDC interactions, the conventional model (Modet-

1) does not produce correct modal information produced by Model-2, in which the

entire network is modeled with its dynamics. The proposed hybrid model (Model-3)

produces modal information consistent with Model-2.

5.4 Concluding Remarks

Multi-in-feed HVDC interactions have been analyzed using the eigenvalues and eigen-

vectors obtained from the linearized state space model. This analysis has shown that

Tabl Elec
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there are several modes where the state variables associated with HVDC converter

terminals intcract with e¿rch other. The rectifier current controllers and the DC line

state variables participate the most in these modes. If the HVDC in-feeds are tightly

connected in the AC side, they strongly interact with each other. These interactions

diminish as the resultant AC impedance between HVDC terminals is increased. Fur-

ther, the rectificr current c<lntloller gain aff?:cts the HVDC interaction modes and the

electromechanical modes. Especially, the stability of some of the electromechanical

modes can be improved using an auxiliary controller attachecl to the rectifier current

controller.

In Case Study-2, the proposed hybrid model has been employed to analyze the

HVDC interactions. The analysis has shown that the proposed hybrid model produces

modal information consistent with the detailed model, in which the entire network

is modeled including dynamics. Unlike the detailed model, the hybrid model can be

usecl to rnoclel large power systerns efliciently. Theref'ore, the proposed hybrid model

can be used to analyze high frequency interactions of the HVDC systems as well as

electromechanical oscillations of large power systems.
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Chapter 6

FIVD C- G enerat or- T\rrb i ne

Torsional fnteractions

6.1 fntroduction

Small signal stability assessment techniques described in Chapter 4 can be employed

lo analyze subsynchronous oscillations in generator-turbine units [15]. When lin-

eaúzed models are used to study the damping of low frequency electromechanical

oscillations in power systems, the transmission network is modeled using the bus ad-

mittance matrix and the generator stator winding dynamics are ignored. However,

the frequencies associated with torsional oscillations are much higher than those of

electromechanical oscillations. Therefore, sirnplified network models and generator

models are not adequate. The dynamic representation of the transmission network

and the modeling of stator dynamics of the generators described in Chapter 2 are

required to analyze torsional interactions accurately. In Appendix E, these modeling

techniques are used to analyze the generator-turbine torsional interactions with the

AC netwo¡k in the IEEE first benchmark model [3g].
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HVDC systems can also interact with the torsional oscillations of the generator-

turbine units, if they are tightly coupled in the AC system [7] tS][9]. These interactions

ûì¿)y occur between thc rectifier current/power controller and the multi-mass rotor-

turbine systems of the generators and they may even lead to the torsional instabilities.

These HVDC-generator turbine torsional interactions are investigated in this chapter

using a simple test system. Small signal stability assessment is used for the analysis

and the validations are carried out using the EMT simulations. The investigations

are extended to larger pov/er systems in the latter part, using the hybrid small signal

stability model described in Chapter 3.

6.2 HvDc-Generator-T\rrbine Torsional Interactions Anal-

ysis Using a Small Test System

Thc CIGRE benchrn¿rrk HVDC test system [ZZ] wittr sorne moclifications is used to

analyze subsynchronous oscillations. The test system is shown in Figure 6.1. A

syrrchronous generator is connected at the rectifier side AC bus to supply half of the

P-Q requirernent of the rectificr. The generator-turbine parameters are as given in the

IEEE first benchrnark rnoclel for computer simulation of subsynchronous resonance

[39]. Since a static exciter is used, the exciter mass is not included in the analysis.

The efl'ective short circuit ratios (ESCR) without the synchronous generator are kept

¿r.rouncl 4.4 at the rectifier and the inveltel ends.

6.2.L Linearized Model

The linearized model is obtained as described in Chapter 2. Following details are

included in the linearized model.
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Generator rvith a
multi-mass turbine

Figure 6.1: Test system used to analyze HVDC-generator turbine interactions

. Synchronous generator model including stator dynamics (8ÚÀ order) is used. An

exciter model (AC4A) is also included with the generator model.

o A four-mass turbine model (HP, IP, LPA and LPB) as described in [39].

r HVDC system with linearized converter models, DC transmission system,

tifier current cclntroller ancl inverter extirrction angle controller are used.

¡ The dynamic AC network model is used.

The accuracy of the linearized models are evaluated using time domain simula-

tions. Small perturbation simulations obtained using the linearized model are com-

pared with EMT simulation results obtained using PSCAD/EMTDC.

A pulse of magnitude of +10% and duration of 10ms was applied to the rectifier

current corrtroller input. The change in rectifier side DC current is shown in Figure

6.2. All the high frequency oscillations except higher order system harmonics match

with the PSCAD/ENITDC results. Figure 6.3 shows changes in the generator speed.

Small signai model results show a close match with the PSCAD/EMTDC results for

the subsynchronous frequencies embedded in the generator speed. These comparisons

verify that the linearized model with the level of details considered above accurately

represents the subsynchronous oscillations in the system. Therefore, the iinear state
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Figure 6.3: Changes in generator rotor speed (in pu) for a 70T0, 10ms pulse on the
rectifier current controller

space model can be used to analyze these oscillations using small signal stability

assessment.

6.2.2 Modal Analysis of Test System

The small signal modei of the test system consists of 60 state variables: generator-

turbine system (19), HVDC system (9) and AC network including filters (32). Some
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important modes obtained under nominal operating conditions are shown in Table 6.1.

The generator-turbine system shows 4 torsional oscillation modes (Modes 1 to 4). The

frequencies of oscillations are 16.33, 25.6, 32.53 and 47.46H2 respectively. Although

the mechanical damping of multi-mass system is ignored, these modes show very low

damping caused by the electrical torque. The participation factors and the phase an-

gles of the mode shapes of the multi-mass speed terms (as.n, aLpBt LùLpAt utp, ,,np)

in these torsional modes are shown in Table 6.2. The participation of the highest

participant is considered as I00% and the angle of the mode shape of the highest

participant is considered as the reference (0").

All the mass units participate in Mode-l, in which the generator mass is the main

participant. Mode shapes show that the generator and LPB masses oscillate against

the other three turbine masses in this mode. The HP turbine is the main participant

of Mode-2 and all other mass units also contribute to this mode. LPA and LPB

turbines oscillate against the generator and IP and HP turbines in this mode. The

LPB turbine oscillates against the generator and LPA turbine in Mode-3. HP and

IP turbine participations in this mode are minor. Mode-4 shows the interactions of

IP and HP turbines. IP turbine oscillate against HP turbine in this mode. The LPB

turbine and the generator do not contribute to this mode. It is noticed that there

are no significant participations of the state variables of the HVDC system in these

torsional modes under the given conditions.

Mode 5 and 6 in Table 6.1 show the interactions of the HVDC system. The

rectifier current controller state variable and the DC line state variables participate

the most in these modes. There are some minor participations of the generator speed

as well. These modes are also in subsynchronous frequency range (10.33 and 42.32H2).

However, these modes are well damped.
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Table 6.1: Some tant modes he.I: öome rmportant modes of the test s

Mode FÞeq.
(H")

D
(%)

Major Participant

I 16.33 0.078i Gen-Turbine (SSO)
2 25.60 0.00975 Gen-T[rrbine (SSO)
où

.)ô rÐ
ò z. ð<t 0.0102 Gen-T\rrbine (SSO)

4 47.46 0.000003 Gen-T\rrbine (SSO)
5 10.33 51.9 Rectifìer Currcrrt Controller
6 42.32 22.7 DC line
n
I 1.36 Ðô¿,L Generator (Electromechanical)

Table 6.2: Participations and mode shapes of multi-mass speed terms in torsional
modes

Mode Participations (%) and Mode shapes (DuS.)
ay"n 1 r""" l r"ro l rr" l r*rt

1 LOOI0 L6l0 701180 431780 481180
2 2510 81780 501L80 2010 rool0
Ð
L) 4L1180 rool0 231180 01780 710
4 otr80 ol0 71780 rool0 37 lr80

The electromechanical mode of the system is given by Mode 7. The frequency of

oscillation is 1.36H2 and the mode has 3.2% damping.

6.2.3 HvDc-Generator-T\rrbine Torsional Interactions

Under the given conditions, the test system does not show any interactions between

the HVDC system and generator-turbine system. However, there might be some in-

teractions if the operating conditions are changed or the controiler parameters are

changed. In order to demonstrate this, the analysis was carried out by changing the

rectifier current controller proportional and integral gains. It was observed that, if

there is a slightly damped HVDC controller mode, in which the frequency is close to

a torsional mode of the generator-turbine system, the two systems interact strongly

even causing instabilities. When the rectifrer current controiler proportional gain is
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Table 6.3: Participating modes in torsional interactions when controller gains are
adjusted

Mode FYeq.
(H")

D
(%)

Major Participants

A 16.24 -0.03 HVDC-Generator-fürb ne
B 16.36 1.05 HVDC-Generator-T\rrb ne

0.11 and the integral time constant is 0.0045s, the controller mode (Nlode 5) gets

close to Mode 1 (torsional mode) in frequency and the resultant torsional mode be-

comes unstable. The resultant modes close to Mode 1 are shown in Table 6.3. The

participation factors (%) of multi-mass speed terms (rn.,, uLpB, uLpA, atp, unp)

¿lncl HVDC statc vari¿r,bles [rectifier current controllel state variable (X,,,), inverter

extinction angle controller state variable (X,,¿), rectifier side DC culrent (I¿*), in-

verter side DC current (,I¿"¿) and midpoint capacitor voitage (V""òl in these modes

are illustrated in Figure 6.4.

Mode-A is negatively damped and the frequency is at 16.24H2. The state variables

of the generator-turbine system and the HVDC system strongly interact with each

other in this mode (Figure 6.4). The HVDC system state variables: X*,,(r}}To),

Id"¿(60%) and 1¿",(30%) and the generator-turbine system state variables: øg",,(70%),

apa(50Y0), a¡p(30%) and u¡¡p(30%) are the major participants.

The HVDC state variables participate the most in slightly damped Mode-B (Fig-

ure 6.4). The frequency is at 16.36 Hz and the damping is 1.05 %. The HVDC

system state variables: X,,,(n0%), Id"¿(60%) and 1¿""(30%) are the major partic!

pants. There are some participations of the multi-mass speed terms as well lwn"^(20%)

and uap¡(2}%)l

The comparisons of the change in rectifier side DC current and the change in

generator speed for the perturbation mentioned earlier are shown in Figures 6.5 and
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6.6 respectively. Mode-A can be observed in the unstable oscillations of the generator

speecl (Figure 6.6) and NIode-B c¿rn l¡e observed irr the rectifier side DC current

(Figure 6.5). The close match with the PSCAD/EMTDC results further demonstrate

the accuracy of the small signal model in identifying the torsional interactions.

If the AC network dynamics are ignored (admittance matrix model), the small

signal model shows inaccurate results. In that model, Mode-A is at 16.3H2 with

+0.07% damping. According to this, the torsional mode is stable. Furthermore,

Mode-B is at 18.4H2 and it has +4.7% damping. These results are significantly

clifferent from the results presented in the above analysis. Therefore, the admittance

matrix representation is not adequate to analyze torsional interactions accurately.

It was found using the small signal model that there is a similar torsional instability

I
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Figure 6.5: Changes in rectifier sidc DC currents f'or t)" I\yo, 1Orns pulse on the rectifìer
current controller input (when current controller gâins are adjusted)
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Figure 6.6: Changes in generator rotor speed (in pu) for a l0To, 10ms pulse on the
rectifier current controller (when current controller gains are adjusted)

in the generator-turbine system when the rectifier current controller proportional gain

is 2.8571 and the integral time constant is 0.0012s. This produces a controller mode
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Rectifi er Current Controller

Id.,ord..

Figure 6.7: Subsynchronous damping controller attached to the rectifir:r current con-
troiler

close to Mode 2 (x 25H z) and ca,uses instability in the torsional mode.

In conclusion, the HVDC-generator-turbine interactions may happen if there is a

slightly damped HVDC controller mode in which the frequency is close to a torsional

frequency in the system. These conditions may even lead to torsional instabilities.

The small signal stability assessment can be employed to identify the conditions for

these torsional instabilities.

6.2.4 Design of SSDC Using Small Signal Stability Assess-

rnent

The same procedure, which is followed to tune power system stabilizers (PSS) [44]

can be employed to design subsynchronous damping controllers (SSDCs) attached

to the HVDC system. The torsional modes in the generator-turbine system can be

controlled through the rectifier current controller input as shown in Figure 6.7. A

leacl-lag block, a gain block and a washout filter are includecl in the controller.

The controllability of the modes can be analyzed using the mode controllability

indices as described in Chapter 4. For the above mentioned test system under nom-

inal conditions, the magnitudes of the controliability indices obtained between four
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Figure 6.8: Controllability of torsional modes through rectifier current controller input

torsional modes (Table 6.1) and the current controller inputs are illustrated in Figure

6.8. Mode-l (16.33H2) is the most controllable mode among the torsional modes.

Modes 2 and 3 are also controllable using the current controller input. However,

Mode-4 @7.a6Hz) cannot be controlled using the current controller input.

The first three torsion¿r,l lnocles can be observed in the generator speed (Table 6.2)

and therefore, the speed can be used as an input to the SSDC.

In order to provide positive damping at required frequency range, the SSDC should

have an appropriate phase characteristic to compensate the phase lag/lead between

the current controller input and the electrical torque of the generator. The frequency

response for the transfer function between the current controller input and the elec-

trical torque is obtained while keeping the generator rotor angle constant (this can be

done by increasing the inertia to a very large value [  ]). The phase characteristics of

the test system obtained as described, is shown in Figure 6.9. The transfer function

shows a phase lag of 10o to 20" in the range of frequencies corresponding to Modes 1,

2 and 3. At the frequency of Mode-4, the system shows a phase lead of around 50o.

We are not concerned about this mode because it is neither observable in generator
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Figure 6.9: Phase plot of frequency response between generator electrical torque and
rectificr current controller input

speed nor controllable through the current controller input.

One lead-lag block with a phase lead of 10o at 25 Hz (7, :0.0076s, 7z : 0.0053s)

is used to compensate the phase lag in the corresponding frequency range. A washout

filter (fl, :20s) is also included to block the steady (DC) changes in the speed [44].

The SSDC gain is adjusted to improve the damping of torsional modes, while

keeping the damping of other modes at appropriate levels. Figure 6.10 shows the

damping versus SSDC gain characteristics obtained for the torsional modes and the

other modes in the range of 0 to 200 of SSDC gain. As the gain increases the damping

of Mocle-l increases significantly. Around 5% darnping can be obtained when the gain

is 100. The damping of Modes 2 and 3 also increases as the gain increases. There is no

improvement in Mode-4, since it is uncontrollable through the SSDC. The decrements

in damping of HVDC system modes (Mode 5 and 6 ) are comparatively small and the

damping factors are at acceptable levels. The SSDC helps to improve the damping

of electromechanical mode (Mode-7) as well. Around 18% damping can be obtained
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Figure 6.10: Changes in mode dampings with SSDC gain

when the gain is 100.

Based on the above observations, the SSDC gain is set at 100, in order to obtain

5% darnping in the first torsional mode (Mode-l). Furthermore, this does not cause

any adverse effect on the other modes. Small perturbation simulations are used to

demonstrate the performance of the developed SSDC in damping the oscillations

in the generator-turbine unit. For the pre-described perturbation, the changes in

rectifier sicle DC current and the generator speed are compared in Figures 6.11 and

6.12 respectively. Some oscillations in the rectifier side DC current can be observed

due to the introduction of SSDC. However, the oscillations die down fast. A good

improvement in the generator speed compared to the case without SSDC (Figure

6.3) can be observed . The torsional oscillations decay within 2s when the SSDC is

140604020

Mode-5
Mode-6
Mode-7
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Figure 6.12: Changes in generator rotor speed (in pu) for a r\Yo,10ms pulse on
rectifier current controller (when SSDC is connected at rectifier)

introduced.

The idea of this example was to demonstrate the basic concepts of designing

SSDCs using small signal stability assessment. However, the performance of the

SSDC has to be testecl under different operating conditions such as difl'erent DC power

output levels and under different transient conditions. The limits to the controller

PSCAD/EMTDC
SSS model
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have to be enforced accordingly.

This analysis further confirrns the accur¿r,cy of thc srna.ll signal model. As shown in

Figures 6.11 and 6.12, the small signal model gives accurate results as in PSCAD/EMTDC.

Therefore, a small signal stability model which includes the AC network dynamics

and synchronous generator stator dynamics, is adequate for analyzing subsynchronous

oscillations and for designing controllers to mitigate them.

6.3 HvDC-Generator-T\rrbine Torsional Interactions Anal-

ysis in Large Power Systems

The HVDC-generator torsional interactions in large power system can also be studies

as in the above section using the hybrid small signal model proposed in Chapter 3.

In this section, the New England 39 bus test system [29] with sorne nroclificatiorrs

is used to demonstrate the performances of the hybrid model in analyzing torsional

irrteractions. This test system is a mocìificd vcrsion of thc 39 bus test system used

in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.2). The modifiecl test systern is shown in Figure 6.13. The

generator 36 is inserted back at bus 23 instead of HVDC2. A multi-mass turbine

model is attached to the generator 36. The turbine parameters are a^s given in the

IEEE first benchmark model [39]. Note t]rat, the HVDC infeed and the generator-

turbine multi-mass unit are in the close proximity (around 35Km apart) in the test

system. The test system details are given in Appendix A.

6.3.1 Modal Analysis of Test System

The hybrid small signal model of the test system consists of 195 state variables:

generator-turbine multi mass system (16), HVDC system (9), AC network including
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345 kV ry llgkv 13.8 kV

Figure 6.13: 39 bus test system used to a,nalyze HVDC-generator turbine torsional
interactions

filters (68), generators in the dynamic alea (32) and the other generators in the admit-

tance matrix model (70). Some important modes obtained under nominal operating

conditions are shown in Table 6.4.

The generator-turbine system shows 4 torsional oscillation modes (Modes 1 to 4).

Since the same turbine data are used, these modes are similar to the torsional modes

obtained for the small test system used in Section 6.2 (Table 6.1). Mode 5 shows the

DC line resonance mode of the HVDC system. Since this test system is similar to

the 39 bus test system used in Chapters 3 and 5(Figure 3.2), the electromechanical

modes 6,7,8,9, 10, 12 and 13 are similar to those obtained in Chapter 5 (Table
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Table 6.4: Some important modes of the 39 bus test system used to analyze HVDC-
generator-turbine torsional interactions

Mode frequency(Hz) Damping (%) Major Participants
Torsional Modes

1 t2.07 1.33e-2 Gen36,LPA,HP,IP
2 23.99 3.36e-4 HP,LPB,IP,LPA,Gen36
.) 30.r2 2.62e-4 LPB,LPA,HP,Gen36
4 47.46 3.11e-8 IP,HP

HVDC Interaction Modes
J 32.59 11.19 Vcap, Idci,Idcr

Electromechanical Modes
Cl 1.5i 5.81 Gen 30,37
7 1.27 4.96 Gen 37,30,39
8 1.19 5.32 Gen 32,31,33
I L.T7 6.02 Gen 33,34,,37,32
10 1.09 4.78 Gen 39,31,32
i1 0.94 5.17 Gen 34,36,33
72 0.89 4.39 Gen 34,39,36
13 0.43 3.26 Gen 34,33,36

5.3). There are some contributions of newly introduced generator 36 in modes 12 and

13. Further, a new electromechanical mode (Mode 11) appears after introduction of

generator 36. Generators 33 and 34 oscilìate against generator 36 in this mode (a

local mode).

6.3.2 HvDc-Generator-Turbine Torsional Interactions

Under the given conditions, the test system does not show any interactions between

the HVDC system and generator-turbine system. The interactions were analyzed as

in Section 6.2.3 by changing the rectifier curlent controller proportional and integral

gains. According to the conclusions of the analysis in Section 6.2.3, the two systems

might interact if there is a slightly damped HVDC controller mode in which the

frequency is close to one of the torsional modes. However, this system does not
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show any interaction or instability when the controller mode is close to Mode-l or

Mode-2 in frequency. There are few reasons for the two systems not to interact

under these conditions. One is, the multi-mass generator-turbine unit is connected at

the inverter side of the HVDC system and therefore, the generator anrl the rectifier

current controller are electrically far apart. The other reason is, the controller modes

are well damped (more than 80%) at these frequencies and therefore, these modes

hardly be observed at the generator.

6.3.3 Control of Torsional Modes Through HVDC

As described in Section 6.2.4, the damping of the torsional modes can be improved

through the HVDC controllers. The same procedule was followed for this test sys-

tern ¿rs well. The SSDC can be adclecl either at thc rectifier currcnt controller or at

the inverter DC voltage controller in this test system. These possibilities are briefly

analyzed using the hybrid small signal model in the following sections. Further, the

accuracy of the analysis is demonstrated using the time domain simulation compar-

isons.

SSDC at Rectifier Current Controller

The SSDC at the rectifier current controller can be clesigned as described in Section

6.2.4. The controllability indices show that Nlode-l and Mode-2 are the most con-

trollable torsional modes at the lectifiel current controller input and Mode-3 shows a

little controilability. Mode-4 cannot be controlled at that input. Since generator 36

speed participates in Mode-1, Mode-2 and Mode-3 (Table 6.4), the speed is used as

the input to the SSDC. The frequency response analysis shows around 180o phase lead

between the rectifier current controller input and the generator 36 electrical torque in
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the frequency range of 0-30H2. This phase lead can be compensated using an inverted

signal of the generator speed. Therefore, only a gain block is used as the SSDC for the

simplicity of the analysis. However, good phase compensations ancl washout filtr:rs

would be required for better accurâcy.

when the ssDC gain (KssDC) is 400, Mode-l shows 2.LTo damping and Mode-2

damping is improved to 0.21%. Mode-3 has 0.08% damping. Mode-4 does not show

any improvement. The performance of the SSDC has been evaluated in Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.14(a) shows the time domain comparisons of the change in generator 36

spec<l for a, I07o, 10rns pulse elpplied on the rectifier current controller input, when

the SSDC is not connected. The dominating 12Hz mode (Mode-1) can be observed in

the gcrrera,tor speed. When the SSDC is connectecl at the rectifier current controller,

Figure 6.14(b) shows the time domain comparisons of the change in generator 36

speed for the same disturbance. The 12 Hz mode can be observed in the first seconcl

and it decays rapidly. The low damped 30 Hz mode (Mode-3) can be observed in the

latter part. The results are validated using PSCAD/EMTDC simulation results in

these figures.

\Mhen designing SSDCs in large po\Mer systems, it is important to investigate the

effect of SSDC on the electrornechanical rnodes and the other modes of the system

as well. In this test systern, there is no significant improvement or decrement in the

damping of the electromechanical modes 6,7,8,9 and 10 due to the insertion of

the SSDC at the rectifier current controller. The damping of the modes in which the

generator 36 participates ale significantly improved after insertion of the SSDC at the

rectifier current coritroller. The darnping of Mode-10 improves fromS.lTTo to 6.47%.

Mode'll has12.26% damping after insertion of the SSDC. Especially, the most critical

electromechanical mode (Nlode-12), in which all the generators osciilate together, is
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largely ¿rfi'ectccl ¿l,ncl the rrrode t¡ecomes aperiodic as the SSDC gain increases to 400.

This mode Ìras only 3% damping before insertion of the SSDC and the resultant

aperiodic modes after insertion of ihe SSDC are well stable (eigenvalues are close to -

5). Thercfore, the ìnsertiorr of the SSDC at the rectifier current controller is positively

impacted on the stability of the electromechanical modes.

Further, the SSDC has some impact on the HVDC interaction mode (Mode-5).

The damping of Mode-5 decreases as the SSDC gain increases. When the gain is

400, Mode-5 has 8.9% damping. However, this decrement is not significant ¿r,nd

tltelefbre, the efl'cct of the SSDC on the HVDC systern is negligible. The changes

in DC side currents for the pre-described perturbation are compared in Figure 6.15.

Figure 6.15(a) shows the DC currents without SSDC and Figure 6.15(b) shows the

DC currents with the SSDC ¿r,t the rectifrer current controlìer. There is iro significarrt

diff'erence irr the currents with ancl without SSDC. When the SSDC is inserted, some

oscillations resulted due to torsional frequencies can be observed in the latter part of

the simulation ( Figure 6.15(b)).

SSDC at Inverter DC Voltage Controller

A SSDC can be inserted at the inverter DC voltage controller using the same pro-

cedure described in Section 6.2.4. The controllability indices show that Mode-l ,

Mode-2 and Mode-3 are controllable at the inverter DC voltage controller input and

Mode-4 cannot be controlled at that input. Modes 1, 2 and 3 can be observed in the

generator-36 speed and therefore it is used as the input to the SSDC. The frequency

response analysis shows around 20-40o phase lead between inverter DC voltage con-

troiler input and the generator 36 electrical torque in the frequency range of 0-30H2.

For the simplicity, a phase compensation for this phase iead is not included and only
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a gain block is used as the SSDC. A phase compensator and a washout filter would

be required for better accuracy.

When the SSDC gain (Kssp6) is 400, Mode-l shows I.\L% damping and Mode-2

damping is improved to 0.2L%. Nlode-3 has 0.32% damping. Mode-4 does not show

any irnprovemerrt. Comparcd to the SSDC ¿r.t lectificr current controller, the SSDC

at inverter DC voltage controller provides more damping for Mode-3. This can be

observed in the time domain responses shown in Figure 6.14. As mentioned in the

above section, the low damped 30 Hz mode (Mode-3) can be observed in the latter

part (close to 4s) of the change in generator 36 speed obtained when the SSDC is at

the rectifier currcnt controller (Figure 6.14(b)). When the SSDC is connected at the

inverter DC voltage controller, Figure 6.1a(c) shows the time domain comparisons of

the change in generator 36 speed for the same disturbance. The 30 Hz mode (Mode-3)

decays well in this case and cannot be observed in the latter part. Therefore, in this

case, the SSDC at inverter DC voltage controller shows better performances compared

to the SSDC at the rectifier currc'¡rt controller. The reason is that the inverter is

electrically morc closer to gencra,tor 36 than the rectifier in this test system.

As far as electromechanical oscillations are concerned, this SSDC is also positively

impacted the stability of those modes. Major improvements can be observed in Modes

12 and 13. Mode 12 damping is improvedto 7.03% and the frequency does not change

significantly. Mode 13 is at 0.28H2 with 81.15% darnping.

There is negligible impact of the SSDC on the HVDC interaction mode (Mode-5).

The damping of Mode-5 is at g%. When the SSDC connected at the inverter DC

voltage controller, the changes in the DC currents for the pre-described disturbance

are shown in Figure 6.15(c). This comparison verifies that the impact on the HVDC

system is negligible.
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6.3.4 fmportance of The Hybrid Model

This anaiysis demonstrate that both low frequency electromechanical oscillations and

subsynchronous frequency oscillations can be accurately analyzed using the proposed

hybrid small signal stability model. If this model was not available, the subsyn-

chronous interactions have to be analyzed for a small portion of the power system

modeled in details either using a small signal model with the entire network dynam-

ics included or using an EMT program. Especially, when designing subsynchronous

damping controllers, the above analysis shows that some inter-area electromechani

c¿rl rnodcs of the power system rnay be severely ¿r,fk:ctccl (cg: Nlode-13 in Table 6.4).

These inter-area electromechanical modes cannot be analyzed using the small portion

of the power system modeled. For this, the entire po\Mer system has to be analyzed

using a conventional small signal stability program or a transient stability program.

If therc is sorne adverse effect on the electromechanic¿r.l modes, the controller param-

etels have to be readjusted. Therefore, the detailed model of the small portion of the

power system and the conventional small signal model or the transient stability model

of the entire power system have to be repeatedly used to obtain the optimal values

of the controller parameters. The proposed model would avoid these difficulties ancl

helps to obtain more reliable results.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

A linearized model of a power system with dynamic phasor representation of the

transmission network and the stator winding dynamics modeled for the generators

is adequate to analyze HVDC-generator-turbine torsional interactions. The HVDC-

generator-turbine torsional interactions may occur if there is a slightly damped HVDC

controller mode, in which the frequency is close to a torsional mode of the generator-
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turbine system. These interactions may even lead to torsional instabilities. This has

been demonstrated using electromagnetic transient simulations. A damping controller

has been introduced to the HVDC system to damp out the torsional oscillations. The

design procedure has been discussed using small signal stability assessment.

In large pov/er systems these subsynchronous oscillations can be analyzed using

proposed hybrid small signal stability model. The performance of the hybrid model

has been evaluated for the 39-bus test system in designing subsynchronous damping

controllers at the HVDC system. The analysis has shown that the damping controller

c¿rrr bc introclucecl cither ¿l,t the rectifier current controllcr or at the inverter DC

voltage controller. Further, the analysis has shown that the controllers may aff'ect the

stability of the electromechanical modes as well. The hybrid model has facilitated to

accurateiy analyze both subsynchronous modes and electromechanical modes of the

system at the same time.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.L General Conclusions

A small signal stability model suitable for studying HVDC interactions of large power

systems has been proposed in this thesis. The modeling requirements for the po'!¡/er

systems with HVDC lines have been analyzed. Comparisons of small signal model

simulations against EMT type simulations have been used to conclude that the dy-

namic network representation of the AC network and the stator winding dynamics

modeled for the generators are essential to produce meaningful results from a smali

signal analysis. However, it is not practical to include the dynamics of the entire

AC network of a large power system. To overcome this, a hybrid AC network model

that allows the parts of the transmission network in the vicinity of HVDC converters

or any other dynamic devices to be modeled with their dynamics and the remaining

parts to be modeled as constant admittances has been proposed. The hybrid small

signal model produces the same results as in the model including the dynamics of

the entire AC network. The comparisons with the EMT type simulations have been

further confirmed the accuracy of the proposed model. The proposed model and the
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model including the dynamics of the entire network have been used in this thesis

to accurately analyze multi-in-feed HVDC interactions, HVDC-generator electrome-

chanical interactions and the HVDC-generator-turbine torsional interactions in power

systems.

The linearized models of the dynamic devices in power systems and their adequacy

ín analyzing interactions up to 200H2 have been discussed in Chapter 2. A current

injection model of an HVDC system, which can be easily combined with the current

injection models of the other dynamic devices, has been proposed in this chapter. The

linearized converter models, ihe HVDC controllers, the phase locked oscillators and

the DC transmission system have been included with their dynamics. The dynamic

phasor representation has been used to model the AC network and the stator winding

dynamics have been included in the synchronous generator model. The models have

been validated using time and frequency responses of the EMT simulations.

Chapter 3 describes the proposed hybrid small signal model. Formation of the

model has been discussed using examples. The model has been validated using time

domain comparisons with the EMT t¡pe simulations.

In Chapter 5, multi-in-feed HVDC interactions have been analyzed using the eigen-

values and eigenvectors obtained from the linearized state space model. This analysis

has shown that there are severâ,l modes where the state variables associated with

HVDC converter terminals interact with each other. The rectifier current controllers

and the DC line state variables participate the most in these modes. If the HVDC

in-feeds are tightly connected in the AC side, they strongly interact with each other.

These interactions diminish as the resultant AC impedance between HVDC terminals

is increased. In addition to the interactions between the HVDC lines, the electrome-

chanical oscillations of the generators may also be affected by the HVDC systems.
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The rectifier current controller pararneters affect the stability of the electromechan-

ical modes and some modes become unstable when the controller parameters are

adjusted to certain values. Further, the stability of the modes can also be improved

using the auxiliary damping/modulation controllers at the rectifier. The clesign of

the controllers has been cliscussecl briefly.

The HVDC-generator-turbine torsional interactions have been analyzed in Chap-

ter 6 using small signal stability assessment. The model including the dynamics of the

entire AC network and the proposed hybrid small signal model has been used. The

inter¿l,ctions c¿ìn be accurately iclerrtifie<l using the small signal stability assessment.

The HVDC-generator-turbine torsional interactions mây occur if there is a slightly

damped HVDC controller mode, in which the frequency is close to a torsional mode of

the generator-turbine system. These interactions may even lead to torsional instabili-

tics. These observations have bcen verified using EMT type simulations. Further, the

possibilities of controlling the torsional modes through HVDC controllers have been

investigated. The subsynchronous damping controllers (SSDC) can be included at

the rectifier or the inverter controllers to improve the stability of the torsional modes.

In aclclition to these mo<ìes, the SSDCs may affect the stability of the widely spread

inter-area electrornechanical modes as well. The effect of SSDCs on these modes can

not be analyzed using a small portion of a power system, which has been modeled in

detail. The proposed hybrid model enables the analysis of both of the interactions

simultaneously.

This thesis shows the importance of conducting a small signal interaction study for

any proposed multi-HVDC system or HVDC-generator-turbine system with torsional

oscillations to ascertain whether such interactions exist and if so, whether they pose

a threat to the operation of the power system. The modeling procedure including the
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hybrid small signal model proposed in this thesis can be used for such studies.

7.2 Contributions

The main contributions of the work presented in this thesis are as follows.

o Evaluated the adequacy of the linearized models of the power systems in analyz-

ing high frequency interactions up to 200H2. A current injection model of the

linearized HVDC system has been developed and it has been combined with the

dynamic phasor model of the AC network to analyze lhe high frequency HVDC

interactions on power systems accurately.

. Proposed and validated a hybrid small signal model of power systems, which

can be used to analyze low frequency electromechanical oscillations as well as

high frequency interactions (up to 200H2) in large power systems. The dynamic

phasor model, which is used to model the areas with high frequency interactions,

is combined with the admittance matrix representation of the rest of the power

system to obtain the hybrid model.

o Evaluated the capabilities of small signal stability assessment technique in iden-

tifying high frequency interactions such as HVDC interactions.

Proposed a methodology to quantitatively analyze interactions between the

HVDC terminals in multi-in-feed HVDC systems, using a small signal stability

model. The interactions among the DC lines (DC line resonance modes ) and

the interactions among the HVDC controllers (HVDC controller modes) can

be identified. The stability of these modes can be evaluated under different

operating conditions and/or- under different controller parameters.
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. Proposed to use the small signal stability assessment to analyze HVDC-generator-

turbine torsional interactions. The conditions to be satisfiecl f'or the tolsional

interactions between the generator-turbine units and the HVDC systems has

becn iclentifiecl using this rrrethodology. Furthcrmore, the design and the per-

formance of the subsynchronous damping controllers attached to the HVDC

systems has been investigated using the same technique.

These contributions have led to the following publications;

. C. Karawita and U.D. Annakkage, "Multi-In-Feed HVDC Interaction Studies

Using Small Signal Stability Assessment" ,, IEEE Transactions on Power Deliu-

ery, YoL2{ No. 2, April 2009.

. C. Karawita and U.D. Annakkage, "A Hybrid Network Model for Small Signal

Stability Analysis of Power Systems", submitted to review in IEEE Transactions

on Power Systems.

. C. Karawita and U.D. Annakkage, "HvDC-Generator Torsional Interaction

Studies Using A Linearized Model With Dynamic Network Representation",

Accepted to present inlnternati,onal Conference on Power Systems Trans'ients

(IPST), June 3-6 2009, Kyoto, Japan.

. C. Karawita, U.D. Annakkage and D. Muthumuni, "Velification of PSCAD

simulation results using small signal stability analysis" , Pulse-Man'itoba HVDC

Research Center Newsletter, Winter 2007.

o J.R. Lucas, U.D. Annakkage, C. Karawita, R.P. Jayasinghe, D. Muthumuni,

"Inclusion of Small Signal Stability Assessment to Electromagnetic Tlansient

Programs", Fourth IASTED Asi,an Conference on Power and Energy Systems,

Langkaw| Malagsi,a, April 2008.
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7.3 Suggestions for F\rture Research

The work presented in this thesis has focused on the analysis of HVDC interactions

using small signal stability assessment. In order to analyze these high frequency

interactions accurately, suitable small signal models have been developed and they

have been validated against EMT type simulations. Ultimately, a hybrid small signal

model suitable for large power systems has been proposed. The interactions among

the HVDC terminals in multi-in-feed HVDC systems, HVDC-generator electrome-

chanical oscillations and the HVDC-generator-turbine torsional interactions have been

analyzed using the developed small signal models.

The proposed small signal model can be used to analyze the interactions of the

other dynamic devices in the power systems as weli. Further research can be carried

out to investigate the interactions of some important devices mentioned below.

o Nlulti-terminal HVDC links are gaining further popularity in modern po\Ã/er

systems. The same methodology used to develop the linearized model of the

two-terminal HVDC system can be used and the interactions among the ter-

minals can be analyzed using the small signal stability assessment. F\rrther

investigations are required to be performed to identify these interactions.

o The dynamics of the FACTS devices can be added into the small signal models

developed in this thesis. Especially, voltage source converter (VSC) type HVDC

links have been proposed to be widely used in modern power systems. Apart

from that, SVCs, STATCOMs and UPFCs are used in power systems. Fast

controilers are used in these devices and these controllers may produce high

frequency interactions. The methodology described in this thesis can be used

to analyze these interactions as well. Although the linearized models of these
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devices are readily available, further investigations are required to identify the

irrteractions betwecn clifferent dynarnic devices in power system. The proposed

hybrid small signal model can be used for this.

o Nowadays, wind turbines are used to generate electric power all over the world.

Various technologies are used to generate the power. Doubly-fed induction

generators, permanent magnet generators and induction generators with back

to back converters are some of the generating mechanisms. These devices with

their controllers may produce high frequency interactions, which can not be

analyzed using the conventional small signal models. The linearized models of

these devices can be added into the small signal models described in this thesis

and further studies are required to investigate these interactions.

The hybrid small signal model proposed in this thesis can be easily incorporated

with the commercial software packages designed for the conventional small signal

stability assessment. This would be useful to analyze the interactions described in

this thesis and the other interaction studies suggested in this section.
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Appendix A

Test Systems Data

4.1 CIGRtr Benchmark HVDC Test System

DC Line Data

Rd. : 5n I Ld.: 1.1963i1I I C : 26¡L'F

HVDC Controller Data

Kp, - 1.0ggg KL :91.575 KP¿:0-7506 Kt¿:18'3824

Phase Lock Oscillators

Kppr: !0 Ktpr:50 Kpp¿: r0 Ktp¿:50

All the AC filters ancl the line impedances are kept as in [27].

Xci:0.18pu

Vo",, : 345kV 10" Vac,¿:230kV l0 T, :1.6163 4 : 1.0993

Id",*d", :2kA a¿: I4l.8o
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^.2 
Multi-in-feed HVDC Test System

Tlre test system is shown in Figure 2.I4 of Chapter 2.

^.2.L 
AC voltage Sources

Sou

^.2.2 
HVDC systems

HVDC1 and HVDC2 were at 5(1 and HVDC2 were at 500MW, 500kV(DC). For

B, :2 B¿:2 T,: I'6163

Xn:0.78pu X"¡.:0.I8pu R'¿.: 5{'¿

Ld.:1.1963fI C :26pF Id",-d: IkA

^Yord : I5o KP,:1.0989 KL :91.575

KP¿:0-7506 Kt;.: 18.3824 V.qc,, -- 345kV l0

both of the HVDC systems,

Following quantities were individually selected for the HVDC systems.0rrOwrrrg qualÌf,trles were lnqlvtou

T¿t: I.2094 T¿":1.1539

Vac,ir : 253.05kV 136. 18" Vac,i2 : 24L.43kV 122.99o

The PLO parameters are as in Section 4.1.

All the AC filters in the system was kept as in [27]. The inductances and the

resistances in the source impedances were decreased from the original values by factor

of 1.3.

The tie line has a resistance of 2.4285CI and an inductance of 51.347mH.

rces v/ere at the f'ollowine values

Source Voltage (kV) Angle (D.e.)

Si&53 3r4.74 LL.4

S4 2t7.60 0.0
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4.2.3 Generator at 52

500MVA, 22kV generator with a 230kV l22kV transformer were included at 52 . The

transformer reactance was included in the source impedance. The generator param-

eters are given below.

V: 1.05 6t: 43-L2o P¿:0.8 Qt: -0.57

L¿:1.4 L'¿: o'3 L'á: o'2 Ro:0

Ls:7'35 L'n: o'6 L'l: o'2 L¿:0.7

Tå.:6 T'n": 1 Tl": o'05 Tl'": 0.05

H:3 K¿: o

AC4A exciter parameters are as follows.

K,q :30 Tt:0.05 Tn:I0 Tc :1 T,:0'002

The sovernor and turbine parameters are siven belowurbrne Darameters are glven

Re:0'0q 4 :0.05 Q:5 Ts :0'2 A¿ :0'8

Tn: 2 Ç¡¿¿ : 0.05 T-:2 fp:0'02 D :0.5
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,A..3 New England 39 Bus System

4.3.1 Power Flow - AC Bus Data
Bus Voltage

Number Name Base kV Tvpe Magnitude Angle

I LOAD I 345. Load Bus t.o474 1.61 14

LOAD 2 345 345 Load Bus r.o4a7 4.2977

LOAD 3 345 345 Load Brrs l 0302 t.4456

4 LOAD 4 345. Load Bus 1.0039 o.4357

LOAD 5 345 345 Load Bus r.0053 t.4296

LOAD 6 345. Load Bus r.oo77 2.09 13

LOAD 7 345. 345 Load Bus 0.9970 -o.oa19

8 LOAD I 34s. 345 Load Bus 0.9960 -0.5730

9 LOAD I 34s. 345 Load Bu 1.O2a2 -o.2732

r0 LOAD 10 345. 345 Load Bus .o172 4.6144

tl LOAD 11 345. Load Bus 1.rj727 3.757L

72 LOA.D 12 345 Load Bus 1.0002 3.7979

l3 LOAD 13 345. Load Bus 1.0r43 3.9440

74 LOAD 14 345 Load Bus 01 r7 2.3858

15 LOAD 15 345 345 Load Bus r.0154 2.3070

16 LOAD 16 345. 345 Load Brrs 1.0318 3.8559

7 LOAD 17 345 345 Load Bus r.0336 2.7425

18 LOAD 18 345. Load Bus 1.0309 1.8201

19 LOAD 19 345 345 Load Bus r.0499 9.0207

20 LO.A.D 20 1rO. lt0 Load Bus 0.9912 8.0288

2T LOAD 21 345 Load Bus r.03r8 6.2629

LOAD 22 345. 345 Load Bus r.0498 10.7rr7

LOAD 23 345. 345 Load Bus r.0448 10.5134

24 LOAD 24 345. 345 Load Bus r.0373 3.9755

LOAD 25 345. Load Bus 1.0576 5.6819

26 LOAD 26 345 345 Load Bus 1.0521 4.5J,78

LOAD 27 345 345 Load Bus 1.0377 2.5488

28 LOAD 28 345 345 Load Bus 1.0501 8.0296

to LOAD 29 345 345 Load Bus 1.0499 10.7889

30 GEN 30 13.8 13.8 Gen. Bus o475 6.71 15

31 GEN 31 13.8 13.8 Gen. Bus 0.9820 10.0327

GEN 32 13.8 13.8 Gen. Bus o.9831 1 2.6104

GEN 33 r3.8 13.8 Gen. Bus 0.9972 t4.2381

34 GEN 34 13.8 13.8 Gen. Bus 1.0123 t3.2744

35 GEN 3s 13.8 13.8 Gen- Bus 1.0493 15.6?35

36 GEN 36 13.8 13.8 Gen. Bus r.0635 18.3663

GEN 37 r3.8 13.8 Gen. Bus
''O27a

72.4663

38 GEN 38 13.8 13.8 Gen. Bus r.0265 77.4522

39 GEN 39 13.8 345 Swing Bus r.0300 o.oooo
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^.3.2 
Power Flow - Load Data

Bus Number MV/ MWAr

3 322.OO 2.40

4 500.00 184.O0

233.80 84.00

522.OO 176.OO

T2 7.50 88.00

15 320.00 153.00

l6 329.00 32.30

t8 158-OO 30.00

20 628.00 r03.00

21 274.OO 1 1 5.OO

247.50 84.60

24 308-60 -92.20

224.OO 47.20

26 r39.00 17.00

27 281.00 75-50

28 206.00 27.60

29 283.50 26.90

9.20 4.60

39 I 104.00 250_OO

- Generator Data4.3.3 Power Flow
Bus l.{umber M.w MWA.r

30 250.00 146.r4

31 520.24 198.1 3

650.00 205.10

632.00 109.89

34 508.00 165.76

35 650.00 212.39

36 560.00 101 16

540.00 0.43

3a 830.00 22.84

39 1000.52 88.21
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^.3.4 
Power Flow - Line Data

Per unit values are based on 100MVA rating.

Flom Bus

Number

To Elus

l.,Iumbe¡

Se¡ies

Resistance I R"."t.r""

Charging

Conductance I Sr."ept*.""
t t 0.00350 0.04110 0.00000 0.6c870

I 39 o.oo100 0.o2500 0.00000 0.75000

0.00130 0.01510 0.00000 o.25720

2 25 o.oo700 0.00860 0.00000 0.14600

4 0.00r30 0.02130 0.00000 o.22140

18 0.001 10 0.01330 0.00000 0.21 380

4 0.00080 o-01280 o.ooooo 0,1 3420

4 t4 0.00080 0.01290 0.00000 0.1 3820

5 6 0.00020 0.00260 0.00000 0.04340

5 8 0.00080 0.01 120 0.00000 0.1 4760

0.00060 o.oo920 0.00000 0. r r300

ll o.00070 0.00820 0.00000 0.13890

7 8 o.ooo40 o.oo460 0.00000 0.07800

8 q 0.00230 0.03630 0.00000 0.38040

I 39 0.00100 0.02500 0.00000 1.20000

10 I1 0.00040 o.00430 0.ooooo o.o7290

10 13 0.00040 0.00430 0.00000 o.07290

13 74 0.00090 0.01010 0.00000 o.17230

t4 t5 o.oo180 o.o2170 0.00000 0.36600

15 16 0.00090 0.00940 o.oo000 0.1 7100

16 1? 0.00070 o.00890 0.00000 0.13420

16 19 0.00160 0.0r950 o.ooooo 0.30400

16 27 o.ooo80 0.0r350 0.00000 0.25480

16 24 0.00030 0.00590 0.00000 o.o6800

t7 18 0.00070 0.00820 0.00000 0.13190

77 0.001 30 0.01730 o.ooooo o-32 160

o.oo080 0.01400 0.00000 0.25650

23 0.00060 0.00960 0.00000 0.1 8460

24 o.oo220 0.03500 0.00000 0.36100

26 0.00320 o.03230 o.ooooo 0.51 300

26 o.00140 o.01470 0.00000 0.23960

26 0.00430 o.o4740 0.00000 0.78020

26 o.oo570 0.06250 0.00000 1.02900

28 29 0.00140 0.01510 0.00000 0.24900
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4.3.5 Power Flow - tansformer Data
From Bus

Number

To Bus

lr{ u mtrer

FLâtio

FYom I t"
Series

Resistance I R"""t".""
, 30 1.02500 1.00000 o.oo000 0.01810

6 3l 1.07000 1.00000 0.00000 0.02500

10 1.07000 r.00000 o.ooooo 0.02000

72 11 1.00600 1.00000 0.00160 0.04350

!2 13 1.00600 1.00000 0.00160 0.04350

19 20 1.06000 .00000 0.00070 0.01380

t9 1.07000 1.00000 0.00070 o.01420

34 00900 1.00000 0.00090 0.01800

1.02500 1.00000 0.00060 o.02320

29 38 1.02500 1.00000 0,00080 0.01560

4.3.6 Dynamic Data - Generators

^.3.7 
Dynamic Data - Exciters (AC4A)

Bus Number TA' :TB TC I(A Th

30 0.05 10 I 6.2 o.oo2

o.06 10 I 0.002

0.06 0 I 0.002

o.02 10 I 40 o.oo2

34 o.o2 o I 5 o.oo2

35 0.02 10 I 40 o.oo2

36 0.02 10 l 0.002

o.o2 10 1 40 0.002

39 0.06 10 I 0.002

IBUS T'do T" do T'qo T"qo H D Xd Xq x'd x'q x"d xl MVÂ. Rsource

30 10.20 o.02 1.50 o.02 4.20 o 1.00 0.69 0.31 0.30 0.20 o.13 1000 0.001 0

3l 6.56 o.o2 1.50 0.02 3.03 0 2.95 0.70 7.67 0.53 0.35 r000 0.0010

5.70 o.o2 1.50 o-o2 3.58 0 2.50 0.53 0.88 0.40 0.30 r000 o.oo10

5.69 0.02 r.50 o.o2 2.46 0 2.62 2.54 0.80 1.43 o.60 0.30 1000 0.0010

34 5.40 o.02 o.44 0.02 2.60 o 6.70 6.20 L.32 1.66 0.99 0.54 1000 o.o0r o

35 7.30 0.02 o.40 0.02 3.48 o 2.54 2.41 0.50 0.81 o.38 o.22 1000 0.0010

5.66 o.o2 1.50 0.02 2.64 o 2.95 0.90 1.67 0.68 0.32 lo00 0.0010

37 6.70 o.o2 o.4 r 0.02 2.43 o 2.90 2.80 0.57 0.91 0.43 o.2a 1000 0.0010

38 ^aa o.o2 1.96 o.o2 0 2.77 2.O5 o.57 0.70 o.43 0.30 r000 0.0010

39 5.70 0.02 1.50 0.02 6. r3 0 1.46 1.38 0.31 0.51 0.23 o- 14 1000 0.0006
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4.3.8 Dynamic Data - Turbines & Governors (HyTTrrl and

HyGovl)

The Same turbine and governor data were used for all generators. The data are as

follows.

Rp:0'0+ Tp:0'05 Q:5 Ts:0'2 Ê¿ :0.8

Tn:2 Ç¡¡¿ : 0.05 T- :2 fp:0'02 D :0.5
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Appendix B

AC Network Models

8.1 Linearized AC network models-An Example

The formation of the admittance matrix representation and the dynamic phasor model

of the AC network is explained using the network shown in Figure 8.1.
.,

I2p + j 12¡

Figure 8.1: AC Network Example
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8.1.1 Admittance Matrix Representation

The admittances at the fundamental frequency are considered. The z modei is used

for the transmission lines. The relationship between the changes in current injections

at the nodes and the node voltages is given by,

LIrn

Alrr

LIzn

LIzt

Alsn

A1:r

gtt -bu. -gtz bn -gn br¡

bn 9n -bn -gtz -bts -gts

-/tz bn gzz -bzz -gzs bzz

-bn -9n bzz gzz -bzs -gzz

-9ts bls -gzz bzs gsz -bse

-b.¡ -gn -bzs -gzs bes gss

LVtn

LVtt

LVzn

LVzt

LVsn

LVst

(8.1)

In the above equation,

97r:9n*9ts
bn:bntärg**?+*?
922: 9nl g2t

bzz:bn-fbzzl*? +*?
933 : 7tz * 9zz -f g¡3

åes:bp]_b2s]-bts+*P+*?

where, the conductance and the susceptance between node-m and node-n are given

by, g,nn : W{ø;*¡f;;f;} and b*n : S{E-*hil} respectively. !¡s and. b¡s are

the conductance and the susceptance of the ioad at bus 3.
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8.L.2 Dynamic Phasor Representation

The series R-L components in the circuit shown in Figure 8.1 are modeled using

equation (2.36) given in Chapter 2. There are four series R-L components (three

transmission lines and one load) and therefore 8 state variables are in the system.

The state spa,ce model is given in equation (8.2).

Lirr*

Lir,
Alrro

AI,,,

Lirsn

Li,,,

Li"ro

Li"r,

In the above equation,

Anett

LI:¿n

LInt

AI.nn

AIi¡¡

LIzsn

A.Izst

LI¿sn

LI¿¡t

¡;.,unetl

LVta

AVtt

LVzn

LVzt

LVzn

LVst

(B 2).l
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^_^netl -

and

EnetT:

lL 0#0 0 0J.I2 lrl2

0#q 0 + 0 0I't2 l'12

ye_ 0 0 0 ;jcs 0t 13 t'IB

0#L 0 0 0 #t't7 l'13

0 0 +L 0#0t'23 1 23

0 0 0 +q 0+st'29 l'23

0 0 0 0 +p- 0L2B

0 0 0 0 0!r-

All the capacitances of the transmission lines are added together at the bus bars

to find the total capacitances at the bus bals. For example, Busl total capacitance

is tlre capacitances of the lines 1-2 and 1-3 (+ + ?) .o.tn.cted to it. All the bus

voltages are modeled as state variables. The linearized models of the bus capacitances

are obtained using equation (2.39). The state space model of the bus voltages are

given by equation (8.3).

-+f as 0 0 0 0 0 0

-us+f o o o o o o

0 0 +f u)s 0 0 0 0

0 o -a¡+f o o o o

0 0 0 0 #as 0 0

0 0 0 0 -uo# 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 #Qs
0 0 0 0 0 0 -a6#

1t-IJI
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LVtn

L]rrt

LVzn

LVzt

LVsn

LVst

Anet2

In the above equation,

LI:¿n

LInt

A1i¡n

Alrs¡

LIzzn

LIzst

LI¿¡n

L.Int

-ao rì -&roV^Ul U1

0=+þ0
U1

æ 0 0

0 æ 0

0 0+
U3

000

0 uo 0 0

-{rs 0 0 0

0 0 0øo

0 0-ø00
0000
0000

LVta

LVtt

LVzn

LVzt

LVsa

LVst

00
00
00
00
oøo

-aro 0

CneÐ

/1
t \¿net2 -

Dnet2

Alrn

LI:u

LIzn

LIz¡

Alsn

LIst

(8.3)

000

Ê 0 0

0-ä0
0 0Ë
0ä0
99naoV^t,3 \,3

00
00
00
00

äo
0ä

AfLnet2 
-

and

Dnet|:

i 0 0 0 0 0

0 i 0 0 0 0

0 0 ä 0 0 o

0 0 0æ 0 0

0 0 0 0 æ 0

00000æ
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wlrere, C, : ø+u, C2 : ø+" and C3 : q#u. All the R-L-C values are in

pu.

The overall state space model of the AC network given in equation (B. ) is ob-

tained by combining equations (8.2) and (8.3) together.

l\Xoc,*l: LA¡cn"t] ILX¡c..t] -f ID¡cn"t] [LIo^¡] (8.4)

[LIo"¡] is the change in current injections of the dynamic devices at the bus bars.

This state space model of the network can be easily combined with the current injec-

ticrn nrodels of tÌrc <ìyn¿l,lnic cl:vicrcs to clirnirrate ILI¿"¡l terms.
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Appendix C

Generator, Exciter And

Governor-Turbine Models

C.l Linearized Generator Models

The conventional round rotor (6¿å order) and salient pole (5¿ä order) models are used

when the admittance matrix is used to represent the AC network. Two additional

cliff'erenti¿rl r:qua.tions fbr the stator flux components in d-q axes are added to the

synchronous machine model, when the AC network is represented using a dynamic

phasor model. Therefore, an 8¿ä order model is used for round rotor type and a 7th

order model is used for salient pole type. These linearized models are summarized in

the following sections.

C.1.1 Conventional Generator Model

The round rotor type (6Úà order) generator model is formulated in the following text.

The model can be easily sirrrplified to the salient pole model by removing the second

damper winding in the q-ar.is. The d-q axes are selected according to the convention
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given in [15]. The standard notations given in [15] are used. The steady state relation-

ships and other details can be found in [15]. Only the linearized model is given below.

The changes in the d-q axes currents are given by equations (C.1) and (C.2)

respectively. The currents are expressed in terms of the six state variables and the

terminal voltage (R-I components with respect to the common reference).

Lid : K¿¿1A,ò I K¿¿2Aa, I K¿¿¡LQ ¡a t Kea+LÕr¿ * K¿¿¡A,Q4 I K¿¿6A,ô2n

i K ¿¿z LVn + I{ ids\Vr (C.7)

In the above equation,

K¿il:

K¿ds:

K¿ds:

K¿dz :

LAL'¿+R?

L'JoL'l
L¡a@'jL',!+RZ)

_ L,:,RU
L&(LUL'í+RZ)

_ Il cos(d)+J?" sin(ô)
L';Lï+RZ

K¿¿z:0
L't ,Lt!kaaqrrid4 - Tldq4+ø

t l, ñrJ
fa Loolo

^id6: - qfTqTñ
lf sin(d)-R" cos(d)I\idB: ---Tm+E-

Knnr: o

L'lo&'l
LW@ULA+R2")

L'in : Kiq1L6 * K¿n2L..'l K¿qsLQ¡a I K¿naA,Qu * K¿ns\,Õrn + K¿q6LQ2n

I K¿q7LVp+ KiqsLW (C.2)

In the above equation,

r/ Roe¿+L'jeo
t \zqr - L,JL,¿+R2.

r ll ñ1,
D' L n,l frar\is3 - TrdøT4+-ñ
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K¿qs:

K¿sz :

L,l.oL,J

LWQIL'¿+R2")

,L/j sin(ð)--R" cos(ð)---TFT+f,-

Aô

A'.i.,

A,ir¡a

Aéro

4érn

4éza

t/' L'lnL'J
r\iq6 - TñfTfT+ø
L. l/j cos(ô)*,R" sin(ó)
1\iq8 - --- LTLf+Ff-

The generator state spâ,ce model is given by equation (C.3). The model is given in

tlre fbrm of (AXn : An A,Xn+ Bs A.Us+ Es AVs| There are six state variables: rotor

angle(ô), rotor speed (ø6), cl-axis field winding flux (Õ¡¿), rl-axis clarnper wincling flux

(,Þr¿), q-axis fìrst clarnper winding flux (<Þ1n) a,ncl r¡axis second clarrrpcr winding flux

(<Þ2n) and two inputs: mechanical torque (Ç) and volta,gc appliecì to the fiel<l winding

(E¡¿) in the system.

0

bgrt

0

0

0

0

0

e9zt

e9st

e9a'

e9st

e9at

e9zz

e9zz

e9az

e9sz

e9az

0

a9zt

a9st

a9qt

a9st

a9at

0

0

bgs,

0

0

0

0

e9zs

a9ss

a9as

a9ss

a9as

0

a9ze

a9sa

a9+a

a9sa

a9ae

0

Aô

Lu,

AÕ¡a

AÕr¿

4Ora

4Õzø

ú|tz 0 0

o.!22 o.!y o.!2a

0 alss apsa

0 agas agaa

0 a!5s a!5a

0 ag6 ag6a

Ior; I
Lou'l 

*
l"^:;

(c.3)

In the above equation,
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The parameters of the An matrix are given by,

CL9IZ: AO

aTn : -hþo"n - ine¿ -f ("0 + zL"i,d)K¿ar I (eo + zL"¿q)I{iql

ogrr: -#
agzs : - #[("0 t 2 R"i¿) K ¿as * (en + 2L"i,q) K iû]

a92¿ : - #l@o + 2 R"id) K ¿a+ I (en + 2 R"iq) K áq4l

agzs : - #[("0 + 2 R"i,d) K ias i (en + 2 R"iq) K iql)

a9z6 : - #[ko + 2 R"id) K iaø * (en + zR"iq) K iq6]

ûe't: -*!þK¿at
aess : -',4¡U!1" ¡fi + h + Knorl

a93q:

úe35 : -u!ffkx*,
ag*a: -*ffiK¿aa
a94r: -uffixro,
aga.: -,ory!-q!hl* + K¿as]

¡.¡R,rL" ,,ûeqq: t*+ù+K,onl
al¿s: -uffiN*,
a9a6: -uffirc*u
aest: -ut#nr,
aes': -u|#xr,
aes4: -ufi\*rn
ãess:-"#lù*à+K*rl
aesø: -'!+?"* * K¿qel

ae6t: -o|#N*,
ûg63: -'HhNr'
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a96a: -uffbxnnn
ae6s: -e+g:x'l* * K¿qs)

ae66:-lffblù*fi+Kwa)

The parameters of lhe Bn matrix are given by,

bgn:#
bgrr: t

Tlre parameters of the En matrix are given by,

e92t : - *LVo -f ("0 + 2R."i,d)Kiaz -l (en + zR"iq)Kiq7]

e922: -#Vt * Go + zR"id)K¿ae I (en + zL"iq)Kiqll

"s't: -YPE#*Ko¿z
a6R¡¿Ll, ,,

I-(Iaq 
- --r\idgt fd

ee¿t: -oZ3*oo,
e 942 : -uffi xoo,

eebt: -ufi?t<r,
ê9s2: :HbX*,
e9il: -uz?xr,
eeaz : -YE# x*,

The R-I components of the output current of the generator can be expressed in

terms of the state variables and the voltage as given in equation (C.a). The current

equation is giverr in the form of (LIs: Cs LXs -Ys LVs).
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Aô

L.i.,

A<Þ¡a

AÕr¿

¡Õrø

6ezo

In the above equation,

The parameters of Lhe Cn matrix are given by,

cgtt: -It t sin(ð)K,¿1 * cos(ô)K,01 cgts: sin(ô)K,¿¡ f cos(ô)I(,n3

c9t¿ : sin(õ)K¿¿a -l cos(6)K¿na cgts : sin(ô)K,¿5 * cos(ô)K'nt

c9r6 : sin(ð)K,¿6 * cos(á)K,nu cgzt :1¿ - cos(ð)K¿¿t + sin(ô)K¿n1

cgzl:-cos(ð)ff,ae *sin(á)K,nr c92a:-cos(ð)K,aal'sin(õ)K¿nn

cgzs: - cos(ô)K,as *sin(á)K,n5 c9z6: - cos(d)K,ae * sin(ô)K,nu

The parameters of the Yn matrix are given by,

A9n : - sin(ð)K, ¿7 - cos(õ)K¿n7 Ugtz: - sin(ô)1{,or - cos(ô)Krqa

Agzt: cos(õ)K¿¿7 - sin(6)K¿n7 Agzz: cos(ð)K,¿s - sin(ô)K,ng

C.L.z Generator Model fncluding Stator Tbansients

Two aclditional differential equations for the stator flux cornponents in d-q axes are

added to the synchronous machine model, when the AC network is represented using

a dynamic phasor model. Therefore, an 8Úå order model is used for round rotor

745

f ","l t cett o cetz cet¿ cgts cgtø1

Lon j 
- 

l'n,, ' 
cezs ceza 
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type and a 7th order model is used for salient pole type. The round rotor type (8¿à

order) generator model is formulated in the following text. The model can be easily

simplificcl to the s¿r.lierrt pole tnoclcl by rentoving the second rlamper winding in the

q-axis.

The changes in the d-q axes currents are given by equations (C.b) and (C.6)

respectively.

Li,d : K¿¿I6LQ¿ I K¿¿a6A,Q ¡a * K¿¿56Lú¿

In the above equation,

r{¿¿su: -"*iit:fi:å!,o - il
r. L,,¿
r\id4b : Tfrrd
T/ Lrod
r\¿d\b : T;i1d

where, Lppd: Ill+ + fi + n * hl

(c 5)

L'iq : K¿q66L.ôn -f K¿q76LQ.' * K¿qs6A,Q2n

In the above equation,

K¿neu : - "*i'åïL!¡:zI!'' - il
K¿qza: Æ
Knnea: Æ
where, Lppq : llt¿' + fi + h * ùl

The generator state space model is given by equation (C.7).
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in the f'orrn of (LXn: An A,Xn+ Bs LUs+ Es LVs). There are eight state variables:

rotor angle(ô), rotor speed (ø6), d-axis st¿r,t<¡r winding flux (<Þ¿), cl-¿rxis field wincling

flux (Õ¡a), cl-axis clanrpcr wincling flux (Q1¿), q-axis st¿rtor wincìing flux (<Þo), q-axis

first clalnper winding flux (<Þ1n) ancl q-axis second damper winding flux (<Þ2n) and two

inputs: mechanical torque (Ç) antl volta,ge zr,¡rplicd to the fiekl windins (E¡¿) in the

system.

u^l 
,. r,
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The parameters of lhe An matrix are given by,

a9t2b: Øo

agzsb:#l-¿n+OqKiübl

agzsb: #IÞnK"orol

agzzb: -fifÞ¿K,qzu)

O,qgrb: u\eq

agz1b: as&6K¿¿g6

agysb: asRoK¿¿56

ae¿sb: "#*y
agqsb: -#::#
a95qb: *#::#
496ft: -a\ed

aÇøJu: -ao

egazb: agÈaK¿q76

agzab: *W
_ ugR1qL.pp,luyrsb - --l;l;

agezb: *#æ

The parameters of the

bgno: #

The parameters of the En

e7sß: ø¡ sin(ð)

e961 : øs cos(d)

a962b: -uoÞ¿

&966b: asRoK¿q66

agaeb: u6RoK¿ns6

ag\tb : -'o^;t!*'l*
ageab: *Hi

agseb: _*H"-t+

Bo matrix are given by,

bgn'o: #

matrix are given by,

e93zo : -ø6 cos(d)

e 9az : ø6 sin(ð)

ogzzu : - #
úgz4b: #[rÞnK,on]

a926b : - hl-¿o * Q ¿K¿n661

agzsb: -fifÞ¿K,,qeul

(Ipg26: í.gÞ,

a93ab: usRoK¿¿a6

a9\6b: Qo

aea¿b: li**+*l
a95*b: *W

ûessb: t++**ùl

++l

+**+l

,1
Laq
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The R-I components of the output current of the generator can be expressed in

terms of the state variables as given in equation (C 8) The current equation is given

in the fbrrn of (LIn : Cs LXs)

[ "* I : I 
,n,,u 0 

"grso 
cgtqu cgtsa cgteu cgtza cal8b 

-l

L "n I L 
cgztu 0 cgzsa cgzqa cgzsu cgzau cgzzu cgzsu 

)

Ad

L,.,

AÕ¿

AÕ¡a

AÕr¿

AÕn

4<Þrø

AÕo^

(c 8)

In the above equation,

The parameters of the Cn matrix are given by,

cgttu : -Il
cgtqb: sin(6)K¿¿a6

cgt6b : cos(ô)K,n66

cgßb : cos(ô)K,qsa

cgzt: In

cgzqb : - cos(6)K¿¿a6

cgzab : sin(ð)K,qoa

cgzeb: sin(d)füns6

cgtsb : sin(ô)K,¿36

cgtsb : sin(á)K¿¿56

cgt1b: cos(6)K¿n76

cgzsb: - cos(6)K¿66

cgzsb: - cos(ó)K,asa

cgzza: sin(õ)K¿n76
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C.2 Linearized Exciter Model (AC A)

The alternator supplicd corrtrollecl rectifìer type exciter system (AC4A) given in [37]

is used in the att:rlysis. Thc sirnplifiecl control block diagrarr is shown in Figure C.1.

AVror

:r---------------]r.-.---.-...--.-l
K¡

I+STA

Figure C.1: AC4A cxciter control block diaglam (sirnplifiecl as required for small
signal stability assessment)

The linearized model consists of three state variables: Field voltage (E¡a), Xøt

and XB2. The linearized model is given in Equation (C.9) in the form of (AÀi" :

A. LX. + B" LU" + E" LVs)

LE ¡a

LXøt

A.Xøz

(c e)

AEra

l¡;,] 
: 
lí 

::::::j;]
bet

bez

0

0

0

ees

0

0

e€3t

Io*"r]

¡:;1

In the above equation,

The parameters of the ,4"

Aett : --)-

AeIs: -ffi

matrix are given by,

ae\2:

ae22:

frtt-fr1
_1

Tp
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A|cZ3: -J-
1UCa3: - T,

The parameters of bhe B" matrix âre given by:

¡-, _ I{tTo L^ 1uÇ7 - ,TA,TB uc2 - TB

Tlre parameters of the E" matrix are given by,

-Vp 
VtcY31-ffi cca2:ffi

where L{ is the magnitude of the terminal voltage.

C.3 Linearized Governor-Turbine Model

The mechanical-hydraulic governor and the hydro turbine with non-elastic water col-

umn (without surge tank) given in [38] are used. The control block diagram is shown

in Figure C.2.

The linearized rnoclel consists of five st¿rte variables, fbur fïom the governor (Xrt),

Xtz, Xts and X¿a) ancl the flow r¿rte (q) from the turbine. The linearized model is

given irr Equation (C.10) in the forrn of (LX" - Al- LX, + AAy A,a, * Br XUr).

LXrt

AX,,

LXts

LXr+

Lq

at¡atp 0 atla 0

atzt0 0 0 0

0 atss,fu3 0 0

0 ata2 0 ataa 0

0 0aú530atss

LXrt

LXrz

LXrs

LXr¿

Lq

aatl

0

0

0

0

+

J

[^""] 
.

btt

0

0

0

0

þ,."J. tol

In the above equation,

The parameters of the Ar matrix are given by
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ÀX,z

Mcchanical-Hvdraulic Governor (GOVI)

ÀT-

Non-Elastic \ilater Column without Sursc Tank (TURI )

Figure C.2: Governor-turbine control block diagram (simplifiecl as require(l fbr small
signal stability assessment)

ÂX,r

À¿ùr

atn -
atu -
Qts2:

at42:

atss -
where,

_1
fp

1

Tp

1

T"

Ar
T¡7

2q2
T-G3

q is the flow rate

^+ Rt-lBpuLl2 - -- T!p

atZt: Q

^+1uL33 - 7's

^+ 1uLl^ - -=-1R

at55--+l#-rrl
anil G is the gate position (: X¿s)

the generator speed are given byThe contributions from
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,1
AQ't1 : -: !p

The parameters of the B" matrix are given by,

Lt1UL1 
-:

The mechanical torque produced by the turbine is given in equation (C.11).

LXn

LXtz

LXrs

LXtt

Lq

In the above equation,

cte - -Wlq - q*"1 ct5 : #lzq, - 2qwt ql

where, q¡¿¿ is the no-load flow rate of the turbine.

C.4 State Space Generator Model \^/-ith Exciter And Gover-

nor

The linearized generator model is combined with the exciter and governor models. In

summery, the generator model can be written as,

LXs : As /.Xs + Bs LUs + Es LVs (C.I2)

A.Is : Cs LXs - Ys LVs (C.13)
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This model is equivalent to the conventional generator model given by equations

(C.3) and (C.a) and to the detailed generator model given by equations (C.7) and

(C.8). In the detailed model, all the elements of Y, matrix are zero.

C.4.L Generator-Exciter Combination

The summarized exciter model can be written as.

^.X" 
- A" LX. + B. LV"¡ I E" AVn (c.14)

This model is equivalent to the exciter model given by equation (C.9).

LE¡a., which is a state variable of the exciter model (equation (C.14)), is an input

to the generator model(equation (C.12)). Therefore, the generator and the exciter

are cornbined through A,E¡a.

C.4.2 Generator-Governor-Turbine Combination

The summartzed governor-turbine model can be written as,

LXr : A7 A,X7 + AA'r Lr, + 87 L,ø,"¡ (c.15)

(c.16)LTm - Cr A,Xr I CCr A,u,

This model is equivalent to the governor-turbine model given by equations (C.10)

and (C.11).

LT^, which is the output of the governor-turbine model (equation (C.16)), is

an input to the generator model(equation (C.12)). Therefore equations (C.12) and

(C.16) are cornbined together to eliminate AT,o terms.
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C.4.3 Overall State Space Model

The overall system given in equations (C.17) and (C.18) can be obtained by combining

the generator, exciter and governor-turbine modes as mentioned above. The overall

systern h¿r.s the exciter voltage ref'erence (LV,.¡) and the governor speed reference

(L"u""¡) as the inputs. Ac, Bc, Ec, Cc and Yç are the resultant matrices.

LXo

LX"

LXr

Aç Bç

LIc (c.18)

C.5 Multi Mass Turbine Model

lr

Io"'
I Lx"

Lo"'

Cc

¡r' Il+
nw"¡)

E¡;

lîi],.,',

îilYç

Mass- 4 Mass- 3 Mass- 2

Figure C.3: Multi-mass generator-turbine system

Mass- 1

The five-rnass generator turbine system shown in Figure C.3 is used in the analysis.

The speed and the rotor angle of each mass unit are modeled as state variables. The
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dynamic equations of the rotor speed and the angle of each mass unit are given by

Equations C.19 and C.20 respectively.

2Hi A'ui: k¿*t¡(Lõo+, - Að¿) - ki¡l(L6i - Aô¿-r) - K¿¿ L..,¿ + LT¿ (C.19)

1

Aô¿ : LL,o (C.20)
Lûg

Where, lc¿,¡ is the spring constant between i¿ä mass and jth mass and so on. f{¿

and K¿¿ a,rt: the int:rti¿r coust¿rnt arrd the clarnping cor:fficient of i¿à mass respectively.

fr is the torque generated by i'h mass.

The dynamic equations of the rotor speed and the angle of each mass unit are

combined together to obtain the overall dynamic model of the entire multi-mass

system. The entire system has 10 state variables including the generator speed and

rotor angle.
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An Algorithm For Proposed

I{ybrid Small Signal Model

The proposed hybrid small signal model can be added into existing small signal sta-

bility analysis programs. The flowchart is given in Figurc D.1 and the procedure is

described as follows.

r Thc power flow clata (Eg: PSSTME raw ciata file) and the clyna,mic clata (dy-

namic clata file) are required in conventional small signal programs to create

the linearized model of the power system. In this new technique, an additional

data file (dynamic representation file) is required to <ìefine the dynamic areas.

Each dynamic area and the bus numbers in the dynamic area shoulcl be clefinecl

in this file.

o The clata files are read and the data at'e divided into dynarnic ¿r,rea data and con-

ventional model (admittance matrix model) data. The raw data and dynamic

clata files are created for each dynamic area and for the rest of the system

(conventional model).
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Read
l. Power flow raw data file

2, Dvnamic data file
3. Dvnamic representation file*#

Dynamic
network area

data?

Obtain linearized state space
models of dynamic devices
connected to dynamic areas

Dynamic
device data?

Obtain Iinearized state
space models of
dynamic devices Combine state space models

with dynamic network models

Obtain bus admittance
matrix of network

Combine state space models of
dynamic devices and dynamic

area with bus admittance matrix

Modal analysis of small signal
model of power system

l/
YES;i

li New routine for dynamic areas
ú.-.-
I

.t

Conventional small signal
stability assessment

Figure D.1: Flowchart of proposed hybrid small signal model
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. For each dynamic area, the dynamic AC network model is created and it is

combined with the linearized dynamic modeìs of the dynamic devices in that

area to obtain the state spa,ce model of the dynamic area (a current injection

model to the rest of the system).

o For the rest of the systems, the linearized state space models of the dynamic

devices are obtained and the admittance matrix relationship of the AC network

is obtained.

o The current injection models of the dynamic areas and the dynamic devices of

the rest of the system are combined with the admittance matrix AC network

model of the rest of the system to obtain the overall state space model of the

system.

. The eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the system state matrix are obtained

and the small signal stability of the system is analyzed. Further, the time and

frequency responses can be obtained from the state space model.
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Appendix E

Governor- T\rrbine Torsional

Interactions With AC Network

tr.1 Test System -ItrEE First Benchmark Model

The IEEE first benchmark moclel f'or the subsynchronous resonance studies is used

to analyze the torsional interactions between the generator-turbine unit and the AC

network. The test system is shown in Figure E.1. The generator and the turbine pa*

rameters are as in [39]. For the simplicity, an exciter is not included and the exciter

mass is not modeled. Under nominal conditions, the following parameters are used

for the AC network.

Generator transformer inductance, L¿ : 0.l4pu

Tlansmission line resistance, Rt : 0.02pu

Tlansmission line total inductance, Lt : 0.56pu

Series compensation capacitance (value is changeable), C :2.7pu

(Percentage compensation of the line : 66%)
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Generator with
a multi-mass turbine

HP IP LPA LPB

Figurc E.1: IBEE first berrchrn¿rrk
reactance is not included

model for subsynchronous resonance studies - fault

Table Some odes f thermportant modes of the test system
Mode Fleq.

(H")
D

(%)
Major Participant

I 16.25 -0.11952 Gen,LPA,HP,IP,LPB (SSO)
2 25.43 0.00975 HP,LPB,IP, Gen,LPA (SSO)
ù 32.19 -0.000036 LPB,Gen,LPA,HP (SSO)

4 47.45 0.0000001 IP,HP,LPA (SSO)
5 20.62 2.25 AC network
6 1.69 ;\. z Generator (Electromechanical)

8.2 Small Signal Stability Model of Test System

The linearized model of the test system consists of 20 state variables: generator &

turbine - 16 state variables and AC netwotk - 4 state variables. The modes and the

modal characteristics of the system are obtained from the eigenvalue analysis of the

linearized model. Some important modes of the system are given in Table 8.1.

Modes 7 to 4 are the torsional modes of the generator-turbine unit. Since the

mechanical damping of the generator-turbine unit is ignored, the modes show very low

damping. Modes 1 and 3 have slightly negative damping under the given conditions.

All the mass units participate in Mode-l, in which the generator mâss is the main

participant. Mode shapes show that the generator and LPB masses osciilate against

the other three turbine masses in this mode. The HP turbine is the main participant

of Mode-2 and all other mass units also contribute to this mode. LPA and LPB

Infinite Bus
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turbines oscillate against the generator and IP and HP turbines in this mode. The

LPB turbine oscillates against the generator and LPA turbine in Mode-3. HP and

IP turbine participations in this mode are minor. N4ode-4 shows the interactions of

IP and HP turbines. IP turbine oscillate against HP turbine in this mode. The LPB

turbine and the generator do not contribute to this mode. There are no significa.nt

participations of the state variables of the AC network in the torsional modes under

the given conditions.

Mode-5 is a network mode, in which the AC network currents and voltages par-

ticipates the most. NIode-6 is the electro mechanical mode of the system.

8.3 Generator-T\rrbine-AC network Torsional Interactions

The torsional interactions between the generator-turbine unit and the AC network

depend on the level of series compensation of the transmission line. In order to inves-

tigate this, the value of the series capacitor is changed such that the line compensation

varies in the range of 5% to 710%. The stability of the modes are evaluated using

small signal model derived at each compensation level. Figure E.2 shows the polar

plot of the modes obtained when the compensation level is changed. The damping

versus compensation level characteristics are shown in Figure E.3.

The frequency of the network mode (Mode-5) changes from 10Hz to 50Hz within

the range of compensation levels considered. When the line compensation is decreased

from 110%, the network mode gets close to 16 Hz and the damping of Mode-l de-

creases. When the line compensation is 83%, N4ode-1 has highest negative damping.

At this point, the frequency of the network mode is very close to the frequency of

fuIode-1 (16 Hz). In contrast to Mode-1, the network mode has highest positive damp-

ing at this point. High interactions between the state variables of generator-turbine
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N-
=ñÈ
ò
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t5
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Figure E.2: Polar plot of the modes obtained when the compensation level is changed

unit and the state variables of the network can be observed in Nlode-1 and network

mode. The damping of Mode-l starts to increase again as the line compensation is

reduced further.

Similarly, the network mode gets close to Mode-2 (25H2) in frequency as the line

compensation drops to 51%. At this point, Mode-2 has highest negative damping.

The damping of the mode starts to improve again as the line compensation drops

further. If the line compensation is reduced further, the damping of Mode-3 gets

worst. When the line compensation is 33%, the network mode is very close to Mode-

3 (32H2) in frequency and the torsional mode has worst damping.

It can be evidenced in Figures 8.2 and 8.3 that the changes in the network do not

cause significant changes in Mode-4 ( 7Hz). Modal analysis shows that the generator

mass does not participate in Mode-4 and the mode can not be observed in the gen-

erator speed or any other state variable of the generator. Therefore, Mode-4 can not
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Figure 8.3: Damping versus compensation level characteristics of the modes

be observed in the generator terminal or in the network. Because of this, the network

mode can not interact with Mode-4 although it is close to Mode-4 in frequency.

The results of this an¿)lysis were verified using time domain simulations obtained

using PSCAD/EMTDC. The IEEE first benchmark moclel available in the PSCAD/EMTDC

library was used in the simulations. Under nominal conditions (66% line compensa-

tion), the changes in the generator speed for a 5To, 100ms pulse on the generator

field voltage is shown in Figure E.a(a). Very low (-ve) damping of Mode-l can be

observed in the speed. As the line compensation decreases, the mode becomes more

and more unstable. Figure 8.4(b) shows the changes in generator speed when the

line compensation is 73%. High instability of Mode-l can be clearly observed in the

speed. The good comparisons of the results of the small signal model with the results
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Figure E.4: Change in generator speed (in pu) for a 5To, 100ms pulse on the generator
field voltage
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of the PSCAD/EMTDC model confirm the accur¿r,cy of the linearized small signal

model used in this analysis.

tr.4 Summary of Analysis

The torsional modes of the generator-turbine units may interact with some modes of

the AC network. If the network mode is close the torsional mode in frequency, the

two modes may highly interact and this may even cause the instability in the torsional

mode. In order to interact with the network, the torsional mode should be observed

at the network. If it is not so, the torsional mode does not react to the changes in

the network (or network mode).

This analysis further demonstrates the performance of the small signal stability

assessment in analyzing subsynchronous frequency torsional interactions in power

systems. The interactions can be analyzed quantitatively and the causes can be

iilentifiecl accurately. The modeling techniques described in this thesis can be used

to obtain the linearized small signal model.
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CC

CEA

CIGRE

DAE

DC

EMT
trSCR,

FACTS

HP

HVDC

IEEE
IP
LPA

LPB
PI

PLO

SSDC

SSO

SSR

SSS

STATCOM

SVC

UPFC

VC

VSC

Acronyms

Alternating Crirrent

Constant Current controller (rectifier)

Constant Extinction Angle controller (inverter)

International Council on Large Eiectric Systems

Dynamic and Algebraic Equations

Direct Current

Electro Magnetic Transient

EfIi:ctive Short Circuit R¿r,tio

Flexible Alternative Current Tlansmission System

High Pressure (turbine)

High Voltage Direct Current
Institution of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

Intermediate Pressure (turbine)

Low Pressure - A (turbine)

Low Pressure - B (turbine)

Proportional and Integral (controller)

Phase Lock Oscillator

SubSynchronous Damping Controller
SubSynchronous Oscillation

SubSynchronous Resonance

Small Signal Stability
Static Synchronous Compensator

Static Var Compensator

Unified Power Flow Controller

Voltage Controller (inverter)

Voltage Source Converter
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